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"Hey, did you know that Longwood
is going coed?"
"WHAT?"
These were famiUar words during
the spring of '76.
We felt as if someone had dropped a
boulder into the calm waters of
Longwot)d College. Reactions ranged
from those of anger and hostility
("They're not, I repeat—NOT, going
to move me out of my room for some
guy!") to a feeling of being cheated
("I came to Longwood because it was
a women's college." ... "If the
government can support co-
educational institutions, then why
can't it support single-sex schools?")
Emotions of happiness and hope
were also recorded ("It could be fun,
and maybe even challenging!"
"Maybe the social aspects will be
more natural.") Others said that the
guys had been here since WW EI.
This was true, however they had
been day students. Don't let anyone
fool you, this was a big change and
life here at Longwood has been af-
fected by our transition.
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It has been two years since that rock landed in our puddle. Just as the waves created by a stone are at first
violent and then become gentle swells, we have become calmer in dealing with the process of change. Gone is
the need for the sharp-edged extremism of last year.
Our attitudes and outlooks, our dreams and aspirations — these are the shorelines upon which the waters of
Longwood's metamorphisis lap. That's exciting. Change isn't always easy, nor does it happen quickly. As a
matter of fact, sometimes it hurts. There is security in the past.
Life is not always steadfast and predictable. Change and all the hurts, fears and joys which go along with it is
an integral part of living. We have to be able to let go of some things to gain others.
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We have to broaden ourselves just as a river widens as it matures. We have opened ourselves to a greater range
of experiences, we have grown!
We can't honestly say that we were completely ready for the transition. Yet freshman males are not receiving
female physical forms to take to their doctors for completion (as they did the first year). No one is ever really
totally prepared for a situation in which he finds himself. Some of our fears at loss of traditions seem to have
been warranted. This is not the same school that it was two years ago; the academic focus is beginning to shift,
and we have accomplished much change in the rewriting of the social code. There is still quite a bit to be done.
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We have gotten past jumping into
the waters of change, the hardest part.
Now we can enjoy the swim. We still
won't do everything right and there is a
tenseness, a feeling of waiting, during
anv transition period. But this is fun.
You are, no We are a part of what
Longwood is becoming. All of us are
growing together, maybe learning more
than ever the art of give-and-take. It
will take time. We may fall, but there
can be beauty in falling.
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"Not where I breathe, but where I love, I Hve."
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'sident
Henry I. adds his finishing touch to a diploma.
Dr. T. C. Dalton
l/i-'
to the
president
Dr. Dalton keeps everything under control.
Dr. James Gussett:
assistant dean of the college
Dr. Gusset is ready to give advice (or at least a smile) to all who enter his door.
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Dr. Mary Heintz:
dean of students
Ray Stevens:
director of housing
Dr. Carolyn Wells:
dean of the college
3
Dr.
Jan
Hams
associate
dean
of
students
Dr. William Peele
vice-president for administration
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Mr. LB. Dent
Loyal tofkf^^m^ruan,
and Student Union
i/ie number one; behind-
^he-scene-man: LB.!!
^A
Miss Barbara Bishop— the chairperson of the art depart-
ment.
Mr. David Alexick Mr Baldndge Dr. Flynn
Mrs. Janice Lemen Mr. Homer Spraiger Dr. Charlotte Hooker
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Business and
Economics
Sitting: Mrs. Mary J. Noblitt, Miss Sara Lowe Thompson, Mrs. Thomas N. Hamlett, Standing: Mr. Willard G. Leeper, Mr.
James S. Mitchell, Jr., LTC John E. Carr HI—chairman. Dr. Anthony B. Cristo, Mr. John B. Christian, Mr. I. Kempton Shields.
We regret having to use this picture, but a more recent one was not available. Mr. Thomas Dickens, Mr. Raymond Gilchrist, and
Mr. Brian Pumphrey are not pictured.
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Mr. Lockwood— chairman of the
department
Mrs. Anderson
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Education and Psychology
ij Dr. Charles H. Patterson, Jr., the
,' chairman of the department.
Dr. Robert L. Banton
Not Pictured: Mr. John E. Arehart, Mr. Richard J.
Aubry, -Jr., Dr. R. Beatrice Bland, Dr. Ehner W.
Bowington, Dr. Charles J. Dewitt, Mr. George P.
Elliott, Dr. Robert D. Gibbons, Dr. Louis Kovacs, Dr.
Jung B. Ra, Mr. James G. Silliman, Jr., Mrs. Betty Jo
Simmons, Dr. Ray B. Sizemore, Mrs. Nancy J. Vick.
Dr. Edward Smith Dr. Mark G. Weatherly
Mr. Edwin H. Vassar Mrs. Phyllis G. Wacker
N,
Language,Literature
and
Philosophy Dr. William Frank-
chairman
Dr. Filmer Heavener, Jr.
Miss Betty McKinney
Dr. Jo Leslie Sneller
Dr. Cathleen Hosey
Dr. Goeffrey Orth—foreign language
Dr. Sowder
Dr. Michael Lund
Dr. John Peale
Mr. Massie Stinson
Dr. Anthony Maurice, Dr. Maria S. Silveria, Sara Helen Draper.
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Home Economics
Miss Lou Anne Guthrie
Mrs. Marilyn Osborne
—
acting chairperson for the
home-ec department.
Miss Eva Jane Mc Creary Miss L. Mellinda Ingram
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Dr. Merry Lewis Allen
Not Pictured: Dr. James Gussett, Dr. William
L. Highwater, Dr. Francis Kidder, Dr. Robert
May, Mrs. Jean Noone, Dr. Robert Webber.
Mr. E. T. Noone
Mrs. Sandra A. Bollinger
Mrs. Cada R. Parrish Dr. Robert S. Wu
^SOUND OFF:
WE'RE LISTENING
Dr. McCray
Department Chairman
feB
Physical
Education
/ . \ \
Miss Andrews
Dr. O'Neal
Department Chairman
Miss McDounough
Mr. Smith Mrs. Harris Mrs. Callaway
Mr. Williamson Dr. Huffman
null W A
Dr. Tinnell Dr. Merkle
Mr. Ferguson Dr. Breil
SCIENCE
/ i . 'jr ''ovak Dr Fawcett, Mr. Meshejain, Dr. Holman, Dr. McCombs, Dr. Scott. Row 2: Mr. Austin, Dr. Maxwell, Mr.
'If / v." Lehman, Mr Ferguson. Row .3: Dr. Tinnell, Mr. Thomas, Dr. Batts, Dr. Merkle, Dr. Heineman.
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Miss Young MissLinty
Miss Haviland, Mr. Stonikinis.
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c recreation
Many of the T.R. teachers are very involved in
the activities at Longwood. The annual staff had
trouble catching up with them to photograph
them. For this we are sorry, but we are glad they
are so involved.
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Dr. Cristo
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HISTORY
Dr. Marv Cristr
We apologize for not including the
entire department on this page, but
many were unavailable for
photographing.
GOVERNMENT
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Behind T
h
e Scene
admissions
and
public relations
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Mr. Frank Klassen, Doris Carey, Mr. Yeatts
Mr. Henderson, Director of the Physical Plant.
'Thanks to us, they're
working/
m ^^y^^/Tr^i7^m^
Mis. Bailey, Mrs. Yeatts, Mrs. Asal.
Miss Dollins, Miss Waite, Miss Pearson.
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William Mottley, Chief Smith, Curtis Demuth,
Wally Thornton, James Huskey, Charles Nun-
nally.
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behind closed doors
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Each year a new stream of
faces is added to the river that
is Longwood. This year, as more
freshmen and transfer students
were accepted, the aspect of
Longwood changed even more.
Remember when most of the
people you recognized at a
mixer were girls in your classes?
Remember when "road trips"
were the name of the social
game? Remember when there
was no dancing in the Red
Lyon? You can add these to
your list of the past.
We all need moments to relax
2nd this year there were more
college sponsored activities and
more people who took advan-
tage of the opportunity to play.
It's more fun to dance with a
friend than a complete
stranger.
H
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Moving In
i
You never knew you had so much
stuff till you tried to pack your car for
a year with everything you need.
Then you drive, some fly, to the won-
derful metropolis of Farmville,
Virginia, to set up your home away
from home. Some folks went all out to
fix their rooms; fancy shelves,
wallpapered bathrooms, even black
lights. Yet it seemed as soon as you
get the room fixed, the hassels of
registration emerge. Standing in line
for a class and then for books. Could
this be the beginning of the end of a
good time or a beginning?
Registration
HHIHIIiniHi
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A little bit of Germany descended
upon Longwood's campus October 21
and 22. Oktoberfest, sponsored by
geist the german word for spirit and
imagination, marks a reunion of
alumnae and students and is the
highlight of first semester. Clowns
were selected to promote blue and
white spirit during the festivities. Ex-
hibitions of spirit and talent were
viewed in the skits on Friday and
Saturday night. The Choir presented
a pops concert, the H20 Club per-
formed, and the Midway, full of dis-
plays kept the students busy. The
beer garden, for the famished fathers,
provided a German atmosphere. The
Alumni Chi walk brought the busy
weekend to a close. Our ingenuity and
hardwork mixed with a lot of spirit
and fun combined the "green" and
"red" spirit to make a great blue and
white weekend.
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SEPTEMBER
3st3 Event Admission Hour Place
£3; Sept 3 Wheels to Goodwin Lake S.50 lOs.m Lankford
Sat Sept. 3 Miner — "Hobb'ton Bndge ' Free — LC Slds.
S1.00 — Guests
6pm Her Re Id
fR) Lower Dnling Hat!
OCTOBER
Thw Sept. 8 Film — "Tommy" S.75 3 p.m. AB Rooms
Fn Sept 9 Film — "Tommy" £75 8 p.m. AB Rooms Date Event Admission
Sat Sept 10 Film — Tommy" $.75 8 p.m. AB Rooms
Sun. Sept 1
1
Outdoor Concert — Musica Ortjis and S1 50~LCSlds 7 cm. The Deil Thur Oct 6 Edmonds S Curtey and Johnny Si 50 -LCStds
Tom Chapm $3.00 - Gen, Adm. (R) Jarman Porrazzo in Concert $3.00 — Gen. Adm
•Mon Sept 12 "How (0 Relax & Enioy" — Jerry Tepiitz Free 8 pm. Gold Room .
'Toe. Sept 13 Windows Inward" — John Emmert Free 1 p.m Honors Council Rm Sat Oct 22 OCTOBERFEST
Tue Sept 13 "Dreams S IlluminatJon" —
Scott Sparrow
Free 8 p.m. Gold Room
Thur Oct 27 Cotfeehouse — Open Mike Free
"Wed Sept 14 Workshop wjtti Scott Sp^row Free 2p.m Honors CouriciIRm
'Thur Sept. 15 'Windows Inward^ — John Emmen Free 1 pm Honors CouriciIRm Fn Oct 28 Mixer — EAS Disco & LUe Show $.50 -LCStds
'Ttiur Sept, 15 "Power ot the Mmd' — Janes Mapes $1,00 — LCStds.
$2 00 — Gen Adm
8pm Jarn,«n $1,00 — Guests
•Fn Sept 16 Workshop with James Mapes Free 2 pm. Molnar Hall Sat Oct 29 Coffeehouse — Open Mike Free
Mon Sept. 19 Cabaret" Sl-00 — LCSlds 8 15 p.m. Jarman
Thur Sept 22 Coffeehouse — Chns Legnaiofi
$3.00 —Gffn Adm
Free 8-11 pm. Snack Bar
Sufi.OcLao Film — Tnpie Feature — Horror Movies $50
Fn Sept 23 Mixer — "Piranha- $1,50- LCStds
S2 00 — Guests ?am
Lower
Dining Hall . Mon. Oct 31 Film ~ Triple Feature — Horror Mo'/ies $50
Sat. Sept 24 Coffeehouse — Chris Legnaiofi Free Snack Bar
Wed Sept. 28 Coffeehouse — Open Mike Free 8-1030prr1 Gold Room
'Soeoai Events Wet;k- Yourseltar-d
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Snack Bar
Drning Hall
Snack Bar
AB Rooms
AB Rooms
Place
Gold Room
Gold Room
AB Rooms
AB Rooms
AB Rooms
AB Rooms
Jarman
Snack Bar
Sn^k Bar
' Snack Bar
Lower
Dining Hall
V,.,
DECEMBER
Date Event
Saf Dec 3 Chnsimas Dance
Thur, Dec. 8 Film — "Shampoo'
Fri. Dec 9 Film — "Shampoo'
v'^^t:Dec 10 Film— "Shampoo'
Sun Dec. 1
1
Film — "Shampoo'
Admission
$2 00
$.75
$75
$.75
$75
Place
Gold Room
AB Rooms
AB Rooms
ABRooms
AB Rooms
FEBRUARY, .
Sat. Jan. 14
Sun. Jan. 15
Thu. Jan. 19
Tue, Jan. 24
Thu. Jan. 26
Fr). Jan, 27
Sat. Jan. 28
Event
Coffeehouse — Jacqui Singk
Mixer — Andrew Lewis Band
Film — "Peter Pan"
Film — "Peter Pan"
Film — Monty Python's 'And
For Something Complete
Different"
Film — Monty Python's "And
For Something Complete
Different"
Film — Monty Pylhons "And
For Something Complete
Different"
Lecture Series — Ai Barrows
"Does Correction Correct
Coffeehouse — |im & be jae
Coffeehouse — |im & be jae
Coffeehouse — )im & be jae
,3., ^^SsS^fHour
8:00 p.m Snack Bar
9:00 p.m - L, D Hall
1:00 a,m
8:00 p.m Goid Room
8:00 p.m Gold Room
8:00 p.m AB Rooms
8:00 p.m AB Rooms
8:00 p.m AB Rooms
8:00 p.m Wygal Btdg.
6 00pm Snack Bar
8 00 pm Snack Bar
800pm Snack Bar
Fn 3rd Concert — "Weisburg & Walters (alSl.OO
-J ;. ;•-
(c)S2,00
Sat 4th Mixer — "Virginia Wolfe" la)$2.00
(b)S2.50
9:00 p -
1 00 a rr.
0, r-.ii:
Sun 5lh Concert — Pizza Party — (a)$ 50 5.30 p.m. L J \\P^^
"Richie Lecea" (b)SI.OO 7:30 p.m.
Feb 6-11 AFRO-AMERICAN WEEK
Feb 15 17 OLDIES FILM FESTIVAL
' Cover Girl"
$ .60 7:00 p.m.
9 00 p.m.
AB Rooms
% In A Lonely Place"' It Happened One Night"
Mr Smilh Goes to Washington"
Sat. Feb 18 Mini Concert — "Laryat Sam" (a)$ .50
(b)$1.00
9:00 p.m.
12:00 mid.
L, D, Hall
Mon Feb 20 'Film ~ Lower Than The Angels" Free 7:30 p.m. AB Rooms
Wed Feb, Z^ Film - "The Harvesl of the
Seasons" Free 7 30pm AB Rooms
Thu. Feb 23 Colieehouse ~ Open Mike Free 800p m Snack Bar
Fri. Feb 24 Cofteehouse — Open Mike Free 8 00pm Snack Bar
Sat. Feb 25 Coffeehouse — Open Mike Free 800 pm Snack Bar
Mon Feb. 27 •Film - "The Gram in Ihe Slone Free 7 30 pm AB Rooms
^
MARCH, 1978
J*'*
Event Admission Hour Place
TSlea Mar 1 'Film — The Hidden structure Free 730pm AB Rooms
Fri Mar 3 Mini concert — Country Music (a)% 50
(b)$1 00
9 00pm
1 2.00 mid
L D Hall
Sat Mar 4 Cofteehouse — By Music Dept Free eoopm Snack Bar
Mon Mar 6 'Film ~ ' Music ol The Spheres Free 7 30pm AB Rooms
Wed Mar 8 •Film — The Starry Messenger Free 730pm AB Rooms
Thu Mar 9 Coffeehouse — Willie Nininger" Free 8:00 p.m Snack Bar
Fri Mar 10 Coffeehouse- Willie Nininger • Free 8:00 p.m Snack Bar
Sat Mar 11 Coffeehouse — Willie Nininger
'
Free 8:00 p.m Snack Bar
Mon Mar 13 •Film- The Majestic Clockwork Free 7:30 p.m AB Rooms
Tue Mar 14 Fashion Show Free 8:00p.m Jarman
Thu Mar 16 Mixer— Standing Room Only (a)Free
(b)$1,00
8:00 p.m
12:00 mid
- L, D, Hall
Thu Mar 30 Coffeehouse — Open Mike Free 8:00 p.m Snack Bar
Fri Mar 31 Mini concert — Barry Drake Free 8 00 p.m Gold Room
APRIL, 1978
Date Event Admission Hour Place
Sat Apr, 1 Coffeehouse ~ Open Mike Free 8:00 p,m Snack Bar
Mon, Apr, 3 , Jack White-Pocket Billiards
Demonstration Free 1:00 p.m
4:00 p.m
Lanktord
Mon, Apr, 3 •Film — "The Ladder of Creation" Free 7:30 p.m AB Rooms
Wed Apr, S •Film - "World Within World"
SPRING WEEKEND April 7-9
Free 7:30 p.m AS Rooms
Fri Apr. 7 Locomotion Circus Free Noon Outdoors
Fri, Apr, 7 Mixer - "Casper" (a)$l-00
(b)$t,50
9:00 p.m
1.00 a.m
L, D, Hall
Sat, Apr. 8 Outdoor Concert — Picnic Free 11:30 a.m
1:30 p.m
- Wheeler
Mali
Sal Apr a Mini-concert (a)$ ,50
(bWl.OO
8:30 p.m L. D. Hall
Sun Apr, 9 Outdoor Concert — VMI Choir &
"Pound and Rogers"
Free 2:00 Dm Lsnk'ord
Mon Apr. 10 Film — "Knowledge or Certainty" Free ?.iO n 'ri ,',8 H'.-OT-r,
Wed Apr. 12 •Film — "Generation Upon
Generation" Free - -^ H.;,:;-,c
Mon, Apr. 17 Concert — "Harlem Heyday" —
Voices
(alf 1 OC
i--)?r: rc
•,o:-:--- ,:arm3r.
Mon Apr. 17 'Film — "The Long Childhood" l^r^i 7:,i,0 L m AB Rooms
Wed, Apr. 19 Film — "Seven Percent Solution" i .75 HiXl p.m AB Rooms
Thu, Apr. 20 Film — "Seven Peroer-; Solution" S .75 8:00 p.m AS Rooms
Fri Apr. 21 Film — "Seven P-.:f(:'=;ii Solution" 5 75 8:00 p.m AB Rooms
Sat Apr. 22 Mini.concer, - ",':!,-;- iW;:ii3ir.s .3,$ 50 8:00 pm L, D Hall
rv-
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When you hear the word "sun"
what is the first thing that comes to
mind? A planetary body high in the
sky— No, it's Longwood's Student
Union. Sun provides the major enter-
tainment each year at Longwood.
Coffeehouses, Mixers, special
weekends are just a few of the events
sun sponsors each year. Mardi Gras
weekend, a new idea which brought a
break to the midwinter blues, was a
The members of the 1978 S.U.N, are; Robin
Stark, Mary Dillar, Becky Crites, Lorna Yohn,
Donna Haskey, Ann Leavitt, Ann Johnson,
Valeria Campbell, Marjorie Croxton, Janie
Petty, Mary Scott Kinniard, Gary Robinson,
Kdthy Rogers, Lisa Fellowed, Anita Ross, Jill
Edcho, Steve McAra, Evelyn Comb, George
Bennett, Buddy Bourne.
first for sun this year. Sun's goal is to
have "something for everyone" and
they have done an excellent job this
year.
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On December 2nd, the Dining Hall
was transformed into a medival cas-
tle. The annual Renaissance dinner,
one of the first signs of Christmas, is
one of the most entertaining events
sponsored by the Music Department
each year. The Renaissance dinner is
patterned after Advent Season
celebrations in England. Dressed in
16th century attire, the Camarata
singers dazzled the audience with
sacred and secular selections
associated with Christmas. Dr. James
McCray played the role of "Lord of
the Misrule," leader of the Christmas
revelers. This year's three night
production included a jester, a mime,
traditional English dances, and four
acrobats. The harpsicord and lute,
musical instruments characteristic of
the 16th century, were also included
in this popular production.
way MMqiiytfW^r imi-— - ~^
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Every yearbook editor, at a given
time during her job, encounters some
photography problems. The major
problem being the lack of photos.
We encountered and conquered
both this year. Our staff this year was
small and lacked experience but
emerged very productive. It is hard to
imagine the number of quality pic-
tures it takes to fill a yearbook. Joyce
Ray, our chief photographer took
almost every picture in our yearbook.
That's more than one person should
tackle but she managed excellently.
After many long hours were spent in
the makeshift darkroom, pictures
slowly began to trickle in. These two
pages are examples of some of Jay's
best work.
SOON I'LL KNOW ME
It's hard to be strong
no one knows I'm weak.
To know real strength
is one thing I seek.
To face all problems
without fear or confusion.
It seems impossible to me
a long-termed illusion
I'm alone, there's no future in sight,
the fear is with me by day and night.
Keep up the front, I've got to be strong
as long as I fake it nothing is wrong.
I want to find me, to be what I should.
No bottle it up, that's doing good.
I'll make it, I'll make it,
someday I'll find me.
Maybe in a year or two
—
possibly three.
Penny Norford
1974
HAS
Have you ever sat in a class and
thought you were hearing bells? If it
was the week of December 5th, your
imagination wasn't off. Twelve
freshmen disguised as elves trans-
formed Longwood's campus into a
"Winter Wonderland." Linda
Paschal, president of the Freshman
class, led the elves through a week of
Christmas carolling, and door
decorating. The highliglit of the week
was the decorating of the Christmas
Tree for the students to enjoy.
Pam Barrett, Pam Bessler, Carol Brooks,
Paula Clinevell, Bonnie Conner, Donna Cox,
Lori Davis, Cathy Edwards, Audrey Evans,
Beverly Harvey, Lynnette Hudson, Kathy
Jones, Elizabeth Kause, Mary Ann McAllister,
Abbry McChesney, Pam Mayo, Joy Pague,
Mary Louise Parris, Michele Roper, Joy
Serine, Polly Sorg, Ruth Vaughan, Kenita
Walker, Kay Ackerman, Ingida Berkis, Susan
Bernard, Libby Bowman, Mary Beth Cary
Susan Carpenter, Kim Cave, Melody Crawley,
Julie Forest, Brenda Guthrie, Beth Kerney
Grace Koch, Margie Lareau, Sandy Martin
Ruth Ellen Maxey, Kerry McCarthy, Elise
McCarty, Diana McClain, Pam McClain
Colleen Mc Gary, Karen Moore, Linda Muley,
Janet Ramsey, Rene Rowland, Diane Rudder
Karen Scales, Janet Truitt, Christine Vogel
Diane Walker, Teresa Watson, Joy Webb
Linda Wheeler, Tricia Whitehurst, Robir
Belcher, Tammy Bird, Pam Craft, Betsy Dun
can, Jean Dyer, Lisa Florence, Marcia Gray
JoAnn Harrel, Kathy Hughes. Cary Knox
Becky Lee, Elaine McDonald, Beverl
Mozingo, Linda Nugent, Karen Parker, Ka
Simmoms, Judi Stanley, Beth Tignor, Tammy
Trestrail, Pam Warren, Kathy Watson, Susan
Wells, Penny Williams, Ann Wyatt, Laura
York, Dolly Young, Sandy Buckner, Sharron
Conner, Deborah Cromwell, Sue DeLong, Risa
Hartman, Lisa Hewins, Dianne Hoke, Donna
Hughes, Sharron Janovitch, Nelle Jones,
Jenny Lashley, Lynn Montgomery, Susan
O'Brien, Peggy Roettger, Gwendolyn Tate,
Diana Walker, Melanie Walker. Pam Warren.
Kay Ackerman, Mary Barrett, Marie Carter,
Bonnie Conner, Betsy Duncan. Audrey Evans.
Julie Forest, Nancy Hewins, Lynn Hudson,
Kathy Hughes, Nelle Jones, Linda Muley, Joy
Pague, Peggy Roettger, Rene Rowland, Janet
Truitt. Ruth Vaughn. Laura York. Douglas
Belvnns, Lester Cruise. Hank Dalhman. Lloyd
Dollins. Keith Garner. Norman Harris.
Thomas Hellgeth. Dennis Helms, Bruce Hen-
derson, John Hudson, Anthony Kent. Charles
Lafferty, William McKaig. Charles Mason,
Scott Nooman, Andy Pirrart, Dale Roller,
Thomas Sullivan, Jack Tolbert, Anthony
Vicari
.
"Music is Love and Love is Music",
if you know what I mean. People who
believe in music are the happiest peo-
ple I've ever seen. Mac Davis set
these words to music and the
Longwood College Choir made the
notes echo throughout Jarman in the
Octoberfest "Pops'" Concert. The
concert choir performed on many oc-
casions this year spreading the love of
music throughout the state. We
traveled to Roanoke on March 2nd to
perform at the Hotel Roanoke. The
choir also offers a variety of musical
experiences to the members. Many
noted musicians, like Ned Florem and
Mrs. McPartland, have visited
Longwood this year to share their love
of music with us.
Camp^^ 5dn%
This page was set aside for the
yearbook staff and we are going to use
it. This year's staff has many feelings
about this book, some which should
not be expressed. We have enjoyed
putting this book together and hope
that all the hard work which went
into this publication will be ap-
preciated. We are proud of this book
and believe it is one of Longwood's
best. There are many people who
believe that a yearbook is a presto
quicko production and that the editor
and her staff possess magical powers.
These beliefs are obviously false! The
staff wasn't a group of "gifted"
humans nor did they try to be. We
were just a group of students who
cared enough to get involved and
make things happen. The staff tried
to keep the students well informed
but we can not succeed if the students
don't do their part by reading the
Daily Bulletin. Some of the picture
problems may have been solved if
J.Ray
Celeste Flodriguez
Patricia Whitehurst
Sarah Stump
Beverly Mozingo
Ms. McKinney
Friends at the Hearld
Sam Sears
all those who helped
pass out pictures
students had assumed some of these
responsibilities. To all those who have
complaints about this book, join next
year's staff and help correct them.
There are so many people we would
like to thank. Jeannie; for the words
in this yearbook, Mrs. Doss; for all
the extra help and advice she has
given, Mr. Dent; for helping us keep
our spirits high. The Post Office
ladies; for putting up with our picture
problems, The Public Affairs Office;
for all the help they have been, my
suite mates; for putting up with all
the problems this year. A special
thanks goes to Mrs. Stonikinis; for
without her, none of this would have
been possible. She has saved our lives
many times. I would like to thank this
year's staff (and they know who they
are) for all the hard work and good
times we have had. You will always
remain special to me!
Sincerely yours.
The Virginian 77-78
Linda Crovatt
Diane Lowman
Mrs. Clark
Tina McCrone
Rotunda Staff
Ted Floyd
Rex
my suite
all those who helped
during sales
and anyone else who we may have forgotten
list— your help was greatly appreciated.
The Longwood College Music
Department is very devoted to the
promotion of every type of musical
experience open to the student. The
visiting composer series has brought
many new aspects of music to the
campus. For the past three years, the
department has featured a noted
composer every spring. This spring
the honored composer was Ned
Eorem, the Pulitzer Prize winner in
1976 for music. Mr. Rorem spent
three days at Longwood where he got
a taste of some of the aspects of the
Music Department. The Concert
Choir performed several of his pieces,
much to his liking.
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SOUTHERN NIG
"Southern Nights" was the theme
of the annual Miss Longwood
Pageant held on March 11. The ten
semifinalist competed in personality
competition, a thirty second talk
describing themselves, talent com-
petition, followed by bathing suit and
evening gown competition. Last
year's Miss Longwood Lyndi
Chalkley, along with Charlie Mason
did a fantastic job of entertaining the
audience during the long breaks of
the judges. Linda Kulp, was named
1st runner-up and Patricia Shirey was
2nd. Kim Turnbull, a junior elemen-
tary education major, was crowned
Miss Longwood 1978. The most talen-
ted award went to Jill Zeavin. All the
long hours put into the production of
the pageant made it a complete
success.
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"To be or not to be, that is the Ques-
tion" . . .
That question was answered by the most
dramatic group Longwood has on campus: the
Longwood Players! The group consists of Stu-
dents interested in the theater, either acting
or doing behind the scenes work. The Players
do all the sponsoring, producing, and ad'.s:-
tisement for their productions. Plays are
presented four times a year. This year's reper
toire consisted of: Our Town, Little Eyolf,
Fiddler on the Roof, and Angel Street. All
four were different in their own way, and had
different types of acting, but I do believe that
everyone who saw the plays will agree that
they were all quite entertaining.
i
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TAKE TO THE OUTDOORS
The weekend of April 7, 8, 9 never
before saw as much joy and excite-
ment as it did this year. That
weekend was the setting for SPRING
WEEKEND '78. With the glory of
Mother Nature providing the
fabulous weather, the Student Union
providing the events, and the people
providing the energy, the mixture
turned out a fun-packed weekend.
The weekend began with the
hilarious antics of the Loco-Motion
Circus and later that night "Casper"
entertained at a mixer. A successful
Dance Marathon began that night
and steadily continued for 18 hours.
Team and individual games gave
everyone a chance to show off their
athletic talents if they were not par-
ticipating in the tennis, gymnastic,
fencing, lacrosse or baseball events.
The warm sun and foot stompin'
music by "Southern Hospitality"
made eating Slater food a pleasure at
Saturday's picnic.
Entertainment by "Tall Dogs,"
Mike Marlin, VMI Choir and "Pound
and Rogers" rounded off the fantastic
weekend.
With a successful Spring Weekend
over, students came back to reality
and schoolwork. They laid their heads
back with a smile that said they were
sure it was Spring.
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Bert Lance Resigns
Convocation
Senior Capping
Cabaret Opens
SEPTEMBER
Yankees win World Series
Bakke Case
Circus Kirk at Longwood
Fall Break
Oktoberfest
OCTOBER
JANUARY
Cowboys win Super Bowl
Registration
Geist Tapping
S.G.A. Installation
FEBRUARY
Soviet Satellite crashes
Coal Strike begins
Spinks defeats Ali
Mardi Gras Weekend
Geist Bloodmobile
Sadat visits Isreal
John Dalton elected Governor
Formal Rush
Dance Company Recital
NOVEMBER
Mao Tse-Tung dies
Charlie Chaplin dies
Renaissance Dinner
Exams
DECEMBER
MARCH
Oil Spill off the Coast
Miners vote to end strike
Duke ACC Champions
Student Government Day
Spring Break
APRIL
Senate accepts Panama Canal Treaty
President Carter takes trip abroad
Spring Weekend
Greek Week
Exams
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Happy
Graduates . . . //
The under class would like to wish
the best of luck to the graduates of
the class of 1978. May your future be
filled with new and fulfiUing ex-
periences, and may the memories of
Longwood be with you always . . . We
love you!!!
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a birds
eye view
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We, the students of Longwood are like a
stream; ever flowing, ever changing. Perhaps at
one moment a leaf floats on the surface of the
water and the next moment that same leaf is
snagged by a tree limb or rock only later to con-
tinue on its journey to the sea.
Leaves on the water are like the new ideas and
attitudes to which we are exposed in our classes
here at Longwood. We can hold fast to some of
the things we learn and let go of those other bits
of information which are unimportant to us.
However there is always variety and always
something new.
One of the new additions to the academic side
of life (late night studying will never be new,
although the people you study with might
change) is the greater number of males in classes.
Academic interests are expanding into areas
other than education as evidenced by our grow-
ing business department. The bass and tenor
voices you hear (whether under your window or
when viewing a musical or dramatic production)
are those of our own students. Discussions in and
out of class are more lively due to the greater
variety of opinions and viewpoints.
Although this is only our second year as a
bona-fide co-educational college the effects of the
introduction of males to Longwood's classes are
already being felt. Perhaps one day Longwood
won't be only known for its excellent teachers but
also for outstanding people in all walks of life.
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lie Le<,
Elm. Ed., r-
Treas. S.E.A.
Pi.
•rcihda Delta,
'appa Delta
Laurie E. Allan
Elem. Ed., S-UN,
S.E.A. Swap Shop.
Mary Campbell Appich
Therap. Rec, Field Hockey, Delta
Psi Kappa.
Sharon Mangum Arrington
Office Ad., Phi Beta Lambda,
Alpha Delta Pi, Longwood Lancers,
sec.
Donna Athey
Gloria J. Avery
Elem. Ed., Colleague, Okt. Skit,
Student Ass't., Or. Skit, Leader,
S.G.A., Sr. Booth Ch., Sr. Speaker
Comm., S.E.A.
Terry Baker
Constance Elaine Barbour
Elem. Ed., W/Pre-Alg., .AASA, LC
Inter-Rel. Council Pres.. Alpha
Kappa Alpha, Sec, Rotunda,
Choir.
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- Marie Barch
Theifep. Rec, Colleague, H20 Club,
Rine Comra., Soph. Roadshow,
Stud. Ass't., Jr. Class Pres., Or.
Leader, Stud./Fac. Comm. HPER
Dept., Sr. Class Okt. Chairman,
Who's Who in Am, Colleges &
Universities.
Susan Barker
Sherrie Lynn Barnard
Physical Ed., Field Hockey, Dance
Comp., Alpha Sigma Alpha, Okt.
Skit, Intramurals.
Patricia A. Barron
Meg Baskervill
Office Ad., Alpha Lambda Delta,
Phi Beta Lambda, LC Golf Team,
Sec. Golf Course Comm., In-
tramural Softball.
Becky Bellamy
Elem. Ed., S-Un, Alpha Delta Pi,
Panhell. Alt., Panhell. V.P.
Betsy D. Bessent
Karen Marie Betit
Mathematics, Student Assistant.
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Sally Boltz
Susan Ann Bona
Health & P.E., LC of Dan-
cers, V. Gym. Tm., i>:-C.';i Dorm
Intramural Assoc, Flag ro :i:t>all
Man., Alpha Sigma Tau, Et.,
Social Service.
Jeanette Crenshaw Booker
English/Library Science.
Renee Bourgeois
Social Work, H20 Club, Hist., Sec,
pres.. Alpha Phi, Panhell. Del.,
Pres., Student Ass't., Orien.
Leader.
Janet Bowles
Office Admin., Fall Fashion Show,
ZetaTau Alpha, Phi Beta Lambda.
Cynthia Brammer
Joan L. Branch
Elem. Ed., Colleague.
Debbie Breeden
Elem. Ed., S-UN Film Comm.
Okt. Senior Booth Chairman.
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Linda Brenson
Cynthia Leigh Briggs
Social Work, Fed. of Student Social
Workers, Pi Gamma Mu, In-
tramurals, Social Work Stu.
Program Ass't.
Rennie Bruno
Biology, Colleague, Stu. Ass't., Or.
Lead., Heritage Club, Soph. Rd.
Show, Festmeister, Leg. Brd., Stu.
Act. Fee Comm., Elect. Cm. Chair.,
Sr. Class Sec, Yearbk Co-Ed.,
AST.
Susan Page Bryant
Elem. Ed., Colleague.
Anna Frances Butler
Biology, Student Ass't., Orent.
Leader, AASA, Sec, Gospel Choir.
Michelle Bush
Lillian Anita Cameron
EngUsh & Speech, AASA, SVEA,
Alpha Kappa Alpha.
Jo-Anne Campbell
>orvA'.gv. R&W Okt. Skit, Student
/ - ' , Oren Lead., Phi Mu.
Linda Caske;
Linda D. Carver
AUie Marie Chaffm
English/Speech/Drama, Longwood
Players, Sec, S.E.A., LC Radio
Assoc, Leg. Brd., Chair., AASA-
Treas., Alpha Kappa Alpha, Stu-
dent Ass't., Orien. Leader.
Lyndi Carver Chalkley
English, Tennis Team, LC Corr.
R'mond News Leader, Kappa
Delta, Pres., Miss Longwood,
Who's Who In Am. Colleges &
Universities.
Cindy A. Chapman
Office Ad., Sigma Kappa, Rec
Sec, Triangle Correspondent, Phi
Beta Lambda, Pres.
Linda L. Chilian
Elem. Ed., Student Education
Assoc.
Ellen Clements
Linda Gayle Caskey
Elem. Ed., BSU Communicatic
Chairman.
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, .-am Cochran
ri.ij,.8 Economics (Fash. Merch.),
Alpha Sigma Alpha, Membership
iJirector.
Rebecca Coleman
Donna K. Collie
Mary M. Corbin
Mary Lee Corey
Elem. Ed., Concert Choir, Student
Ass't., Longwood S.E.A., V.P.
Diane Cote
Ann Councill
Sharon Sprint Crim
Elem. Ed., Alpha Lambda Delta,
/'^-Da Delta Pi, Intramurals Water
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Deborah P
Elementary
Linda Crovatt
Sociology, Fresh.
Clown, Geist, Leg.
Virginian, 76-77.
Okt.
';ditor.
Jody Custer
Alpha Gamma Delta, V.P., Kappa
Omicron Phi, Pres., Orien. Leader,
Va. Home Ec. Assoc, Sr. Banquet
Chair., Okt., Dorm Pres., Ad. Hear-
ing Comm.
Miriam Darrell
Physical Education.
Betty Ann Davis
Psychology, Psych. Club, Treas.,
College Democrats, Alpha Sigma
Alpha.
Jan Dominick
Business Ad., Phi Beta Lambda,
Kappa Delta, Treas.
Terry Donahue
Dawn Drewry
Libby Durham
Lee Outten
Crystal D. Edwards
Psychology, Psych. Club.
Leila A. Edwards
Brenda J. Evans
Elem. Ed., S.E.A., Alpha Lambda
Delta, Kappa Delta Pi, BSU.
Mahlegha Fararooei
Michelle P. Feazel
Elem. Ed., Heritage Club, Sec,
Treas., S.E.A., Kappa Delta Pi, Pi
Gamma Mu, Okt. Costume
Comm., Orien. Leader.
Lisa Fellowes
Elem. Ed., Newman Club, S-N.
^ HI
Carol Ann Fi!o
Health & Physical Ed., V. Field
Hockey, V. Lacrosse, I.A.A. Sec,
Delta Psi Kappa.
Janet Finley
Michele Fugate
Anne Foumier
Jannette Frey
Wanda Faye Garrett
Elem. Ed., S.E.A., Pres., Alpha
Lambda Delta, Reporter, Kappa
Delta Pi, Phi Kappa Phi.
Susan Goldey
Susan Gouldey
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Betty Grizzard
Frances Hall
Susan Elaine Hall
Psychology, R.A., Colleague, Stu-
dent Ass't., Orien. Leader, Alpha
Phi, Pres., Historian.
Mimi Hancock
Andrea Susan Harkness
Phusical Ed./Dance & Elem.
Emph., Dance Comp., Sec./Treas.,
Kappa Delta.
Kathy Lynne Harper
Elem. Ed., Alpha Delta Pi, Year-
book Staff, Bus. Mgr., Panhell.
Council, Del., Treas.
Thomasine M. Harris
Social Work, Alpha Kappa Alpha,
Ivy Leaf Report., LC Players, LC
Radio Assoc, Sec, AASA, Student
Ass't.. Orien. Leader.
Carol in-
'
History/^:
Delta, "Ph;
pb a Lambda
Robin D. Ha
Elem. Ed., P rmma Delta.
Gwen Elise Haymaker
Elem. Ed., Delta Zeta, Treas.,
Pres., Colleague, Entries Chair.
Miss LC Pag., Miss LC Contestant.
Janet Heath
Elem. Ed., Fencing Team.
Beverly Hendricks
Sherry Anndelyn Herald
Math, Richard Bland College;
Karate Club, Kappa Delta Pi, V.P.,
S.E.A., S.V.E.A., S.N.E.A., Pi Mu
Epsilon, National Council of
Teachers of Math, Math Assoc, of
Am.
Deborah Lee Hicks
Social Work, Federation of Social
Workers, Colleague, Student Ass't.
Carol Ann Hinchee
Social Work, Fed. of Student Social
Workers.
Ginger House
Elem. Ed.. Fresh. Comm., Fresh.,
Pro., Soph. Booth Ch., Leg. Bd.
Rep., Student Ass't., Orien.
Leader, Jr. Ring Comm., Alpha
Sigma Tau, Geist, Who's Who in
Am. Colleges & Universities.
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Winona Jean House
Psychology
Claudia Boswell Huffman
Elem. Ed., Okt., Field Hockey In-
tramurals, H20 Club, Alpha Sigma
Alpha.
Anne Elizabeth Hunt
Pat Hunt
Brinda Lee Hurt
Social Work, AASA, Pi Gamma
Mu, Fed. of Student Social
Workers, Student Union.
Constance Johnson
Rhonda Jones
Elizabeth Terrell Jones
Mathematics, Dance Company.
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Alice Gay Ka: ''mueller
Health & Pb ^^ 1 /Rec, Okt.,
Or. Leader, > Soph. Rd.
Show, Alpha Sir . I^id. Brd.
Chair., Delta Psi K >: 'ections
Comm., Who's Who.
Jimmy Keller
Nancy Kick
Elem. Ed., Zeta Tau Alpha, V.P.
Karen K. Kimbrough
Brenda Eileen King
Bus. Ed., Song Contest, Eta Sigma
Phi, Phi Beta Lambda, Hist., Hall
Pres., Res. Bd., Okt. Skit., Dorm
Protect. Comm., Intramurals,
Volleyball, B-ball, Hockey, W.
Polo.
Rhonda Knight
Bus. Ed., Hall Pres., R.A., Okt.,
Phi Beta Lambda, VP, State Sec,
Pi Omega Pi, V.P., Class Secretary.
Dottie Labahn
Art Ed., Fresh. Pro., Okt. Klowns,
Dance Comp., Leg. Brd., Soph. Rd.
Show, Alpha Gamma Delta.
Patricia Lassiter
Health & Physical Ed., JV Basket-
ball, JV Volleyball.
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Kim Laughter
JacqueKne Ann Lawter
Elem. Ed., Miss LC Pag., Entries.
Susan Betts Lewis
Bus. Ed., Hall Pres., Res. Brd., Pi
Omega Pi, Sec, Phi Beta Lambda,
Pres. & State Pres.
Crystal Limerick
Health & Physical Ed., Basketball,
Archery, Lacrosse, Student Faculty
Comm., Chair.
Polly Ann Little
Health, Physical Ed. & Rec, Hall
Pres., Student Faculty Comm.,
Fencing Tm. Rep., Delta Psi
Kappa, LC Softball Tm., Ath.
Assoc, Intramurals: Softball,
Water Polo, B-ball, Volleyball.
Cathy Lee Lowe
Phy. Ed. Elem./Sec/Coaching,
Leg. Brd., Okt., Music Chair., V.
Hockey Tm., Fresh. Prod., Alpha
Sigma Tau., Class Treas., V.
Lacrosse Tm., Student Coun.,
Chm. Orient., Delta Psi Kappa,
Who's Who.
Diane Lowman
Psychology, Concert Band, Tennis
Team, Leg. Brd. Rep.
Tanya Kathlene Luther
Sociology/A •.thiopolgy. Hall Pres.,
Dining Kaii C jiiin:
,
Dorm Pres.,
Res. Brd., D^r-cs \ --p.
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Jeanne M. i
Elementary
Student Unioi
man 1976, Laul;
Training Pgm.
V.P. 1976-77.
Ruth Ellen Maney
i-^n. Baptist
ent Chair-
' Literacy
S.E.A..
Deborah Marks
Paula Rowe Marshall
English/Library Science, Baptist
Student Union '75-78, Sec. '76,
President '77.
Rebecca Mattox
Therapeutic Recreation, Delta Psi
Kappa '77, Intramurals, I. A. A.
1977, Softball Tournament Team
1976-
'77.
Deborah A. McCullough
Elementary Education, Student
Union '74-78 Chairman '77, Geist
'77-78 Treasurer '77, CHI Commen-
dation '77.
Mary Louise McCraw
Health Physical Education and
Recreation
Tina McCrone
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^Martha McGuire
Art—Painting Concentration,
Alpha Sigma Tau, Alpha Lambda
Delta, Phi Kappa Phi.
Debra Sue Mero
English/Lib. Science/Reading,
Foreign Language Ciub '74-75, Phi
Mu Treas. '76, Panhell. '77,
S.E.A.—'77-78. Gyre—'76, Inter-
Religious Council— '77, Stud.
Union.
Jill Moyer
Marcie Moody
Cathy Lee Moore
Diane Morris
Yvonne Kay Morrison
Biology/Certify in Math, Beta Beta
Beta—'76-78, Lychnos Honor—'76-
77, Judicial Board-'76-78, Kappa
Delta '75-78, Miss Longwood
Pageant 2nd Runner-Up '77.
Vicky Dale Murphy
Elementary Education, Kappa
Delta Pi, Kappa Delta.
Carolyn Elizabeth Murray
Elementary Ediicat;on K-3.
Sharon Meyers
D. Lynn Nelson
English-Communications, Kappa
Delta, Sec, Phi Beta Lambda.
Ginger Nicklas
Kimberly Nichols
Penny A. Norford
Health, Physical Education and
Recreation, Varsity Volleyball '74-
77, Archery '76-78, Softball '75-76,
Oktoberfest skits '76-77, In-
tramurals '74-77.
Pat Nuchols
Doreen Louise Nunnally
Elementary Education K-3,
Residence Board '76-77, Afro Amer.
Student Alliance 74-77, Alpha
Kappa Alpha—Treas. 1976- '77.
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Dennise Palmer
Business Administration, Phi Beta
Lambda, Hall Pres., Student Assis-
tant, Orientation Leader, College
Repub., Congo Bar Queen.
Mary Louise Parris
English/Pre-Nursing, Heritage
Club '75-78, Wesley Council '75-'78,
Legislative Board '76, Rotunda '76-
78, Concert Choir '76-78.
Gail Parsons
Elementary Education K-3,
Freshman Commision, Dance Co.
'76-77, Tafara '74-77, S.E.A. '75-77.
Linda Payne
Mitzi Pelter
Catherine Lynn Phillips
Elementary Education K-3, Stu-
dent Assistant '75-76, Orientation
Leader '77, Song Contestant '75.
Cynthia Price
Debra Susan Potter
Elementary Education, Student
Assistant '75, Orientation Lead.
'77, Judicial Board '76-77, Sr.
Usherette '77, Alpha Gamma Delta.
Beverly Powell
Sue Rama
Business Administration/Ac-
counting, Volleyball '75-77, Basket-
ball '74-78, All State & Tournament
Teams, I.A.A. Sec. 76-77, Hd. Stud,
Assis., Geist, Who's Who, Sr. Pres.
Brenda Ragsdale
English/Drama, Longwood Players
'74-78, Costumes '76-77, Alpha Psi
Omega '76-78.
Deborah Anne Reynolds
English, Accompanist '75, Oktober-
fest skits '76, Laubach Literary
Clinic '77.
Karen Rich
Rhonda Riggins
Business Ed., B.S.U. '74-78, Tafara
'74-77, Phi Beta Lambda, Sec. '77-
78.
John Robertson
Penny Ann Robertson
English-Comuni./Food & Nutri-
tion, Alpha Delta Pi—V.P. & Pres.,
Gyre, Admissions Aid, S.A.A.,
Radio Assoc—Dir. Rotunda, Home
Ec. Club, Oktoberfest.
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Mary Meade Saunders
Business Ed., Residence Board '75-
77, Oktoberfest-Usherette '77, Skits
'74-76, Phi Beta Lambda '74-78.
Alpha Gamma Delta—Sec, Who's
Who 1977-78.
Kathy Sayler
Malinda Schultheis
Elem. Ed., Sigma Kappa 1975-'78,
Treas. '77, Scholarship Chairman
1976.
Karen Schmit
Martha Shellon
Dana Smith
Marie Smith
Susan Smith
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Deborah Ss . '
Elem. Ed., .- -
Anne Sprinkle
Bonnie Stables
Brenda Stanley
Mary Stearrett
Math, Alpha Delta Pi.
Tilsia Stephens
French/Spanish, Colleague '74-75,
Sigma Kappa, President of
Longwood Company of Dancers '76-
77, Residence Board '75-76.
Betsi Slein
Donna Sullivan
Barbara Suttle
Fashion Merchandising.
Claudia Tarkington
History/Government, Student
Education Association, Govern-
ment Club, Kappa Delta,
Democratic Club.
Mary Terrell
Christina Tolbert
HPER, Delta Psi Kappa.
Russ Tomlin
Betsy Tribble
Home Economics, Student Educa-
tion Association.
Jane Tucker
Margie Upshaw
m2&^
Betsy Vaug):
Lorna Vohn
Ann Voice
Rosy Waddell
Jody Wade
Math, BSU.
Edie Wagner
Cherly Walvoord
Pamela Webb
Elementary Education, Alpha
Sigma Tau, Oktoberfest '75-76,
Student Assistant '75-76, Orienta-
tion Leader '75-76.
Seniors 111
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Susan White
Physics and Math
Brenda Wile
Jo Woo
Physical Education, Inter-
varisty Christian
Fellowship, "Gospel
am", Tennis Team '75,
<_-.v..-asse Team '77.
Debbie Whitt
Marie Wolfe
Elementary Education,
H20, Colleague '75-76,
Sea.
Sara Jo Wyatt
Physical Education, Delta
Psi Kappa, Oktoberfest,
Freshman Commission,
Alpha Psi Omega, Dance
Company, Who's Who,
Geist.
Jane Wilmouth
Janice Wolf
Jackie Sue Yeatts
Social Work, Colleague
'75, Committee For Miss
Longwood Pageant '75,
Secretary Zeta Tau Alpha,
'76 President Zeta Tau
Alpha '77.
^
Julie Anne Allen
Therap. Rec, Alpha
Lambda Delta, 3rd Team
Field Hock., JV
Volleyball, JV Lacrosse, V.
Volleyball, Delta Psi
Kappa, Therap. Rec. Ma-
jor's Club.
Nancy Hall Bailey
Bus. Ad., Treasurer-Fresh.
Class, Colleag. Sec. Stu-
dent Ref. Rent., Sec. Stud.
Act. Fess Comm., Phi Beta
Lambda, Zeta Tau Alpha.
Sandra Elaine Baird
Business Education
w/Steno. Emph,
Pamela Sue Blewett
Alpha Lambda Delta,
Treas., Fresh. Pro., Soph.
Rd. Show, Colleague, Okt.
R&W Skit, Kappa Delta
Pi, Treas., Lambda Iota
Tau.
Linda Brinson
Elem. Ed., Corr. Sec. Leg.
Board, Colleag., Student
Ass't., Orientation Leader,
Hall Pres., Student
Liaison Comm., Hockey
Int.
Scottie Capehart
Health & Physical Ed.,
Varsity Hockey, Varsity
Lacrosse, Alpha Sigma
Tau, Panhell. Rep.
Terry Casagrande
Biology, Student Ass't.
Orientation Leader.
Robin Lynn Deans
Psych., Colleague, Miss
LC Pag., Alpha Sigma
Alpha, Psych. Club.
Vickie R. Finley
Therap. Rec./Pre-P.T.,
Therap. Rec. Club.,
Gospel Choir, Alpha
Kappa Alpha, Admissions
Aide.
Deborah Sue Hackney
Math, Lynchnos
Honorary.
Alice Virginia Haley
Bus. Ad. & Market.,
Oktoberfest, Sigma
Kappa, Orientation
Leader, Phi Beta Lambda.
Margaret E. Hammersley
Entlish, The Rotunda,
Writer, Editor, Who's Who
in Am. Colleges & Univer-
sities.
Cathy Hite
Elem. Ed., SEA, Hall
Pres., Class Sec. to Alum.
Assoc, Announcement
Comm., Banquet Comm.,
Bloodmobile, Student
Ass't.
Dorothy Lucinda Jerd
Gov't., Pi Gamma Mu.
Pati i ilae Hughes
Sc;i /! Science w/Math
C-'t., Colleague, Repub.
Club, Alpha Lambda
Delta, Pres., Junior Ad.,
Senior Ad., Pi Gamma
Mu.
Mary Scott Kinnaird
S-UN, Mixer Chairman,
Pi Gamma Mu, Fed. of
Student Social Workers,
Student Ad. of Social
Work Majors.
Patricia Ann Inis
Social Work, Al^
Gamma Delta, Fed. of
Student Social Workers,
Sec, VP., Pi Gamma Mu.
Leslie Anne Kamrad
French, Foreign Language
Club, Jr. Year Abroad at
Tours, France.
Kathryn Ann Kaczmarek
Elem. Ed., Newman Club,
Hist., Folk Group,
Colleague, St. Ass't.,
Orient. Lead., Okt. Booth
Ch., Sr. Class Treas., N.C.
Pres., Alpha Phi, Treas.,
Hall Pres., Sr. Comms.
Julie Leigh Loving
Math w/Cert., Colleague,
Pi Mu Epsilon, Lynchnos,
Honor Coun. Rep., Alpha
Delta Pi—Sec, Schol. Ch.
Martina Elisabeth Luethy
French & Spanish.
Ann Marie Morgan
Biology & Chemistry,
R&W Okt. Skit, Color
Rush, Alpha Phi, Gym.
Tm., LC Players, Alpha
Lambda Delta, Beta Beta
Beta, Alpha Psi Omega,
LC Lancers, Inter. Riders,
Or. Leader., Lynchnos,
Okt. Clown, Chem. Club,
Jud. Bd. V.-C, Who's
Who.
Donna Lowe
Elem. Ed., Fresh. Comm.
Hockey Tm., Okt. Skit,
Rep. Jud. Bd., Jud. Bd.
Member, Okt. Chair.,
Ren. Dinner, Okt. Ush.,
R.A., Lacrosse Tm., Who's
Who Am. Coll.
Susan Ellen Moseley
Economics & Accounting,
College Rep., Phi Beta
Lambda, Treasurer.
Grace Ellen Piechota
Elem. Ed., Gyre, Student
Ass't., Or. Leader., Stu-
dent Ed. Assoc.
Deborah Snider
Math, S.E.A., Kappa
Delta, Lynchnos, Kappa
Delta Pi, Pi Delta Epsilon,
Pi Mu Ep., Pres., Honors
Coun. Pres.
Margaret Patterson
Spanish, Foreign
Language Club, Treas.,
Sec.-Treas., Longwood
Players, Alpha Lambda
Delta.
Sally Terry
Math, JV Hockey,
Hockey, lAA Rep.
V
Lois :](;•
Elem.
S.E.A,,
Rieckhoff
! Oktoberfest,
Evelyn C. Tharp
Bus. Ad., Phi Beta
Lambda, College
Republicans, Inter. Water
Polo.
Mary Ellis Thompson
Geography, Colle'ague.
R.A., H-SC Radio, D.J.,
Inter. Volleyball.
Geography, CoUe ague,
R.A., H-SC Radio, D.J.,
Inter. Volleyball.
Wanda Tokarz
English, Sigma Sigma
Sigma.
Katherine M. Tolson
Elem. Ed. w/Psych.
Minor, Alpha Sigma
Alpha pledge, S.E.A.
Wanda Tokarz
English, Sigma Sigma
Sigma.
Katherine M. Tolson
Elem. Ed. w/Psych. minor.
Alpha Sigma Alpha
pledge, S.E.A.
HlMlllillii^^MH
Teresa L. Voit
Health & Physical Ed., V.
Hockey, B. Lacrosse, V.C.
Leg. Board, Soph. Rd.
Show.
Deborah Jean Van Den-
burg
Sociology, Republican
Club, Colleague.
Betsey C. Wingfield
Business w/Acct. Emph.,
Virginian, Alpha Phi,
Heritage Club, Okt. Skit,
Hall Pres., Fresh. Prod.,
Song Contest.
Teresa Monyeene Wood
History, Zeta Tau Alpha
Fraternity, Eta Sigma Phi,
Alpha Lambda Delta, Phi
Kappa Phi, Phi Gamma
Mu, Miss Longwood
Pageant Director—1977,
Colleague.
Brenda Lynn Williams
Biology & Chemistry, Phi
Kappa Phi, Lynches, Beta
Beta Beta, Chem. Club,
BSU, Miss LC Pag. Prod.,
Colleague, Alpha Lambda
Delta, LC Inter-Rel.
Council.
Loma Kay Yohn
Business Administration,
Phi Beta Lambda, Stu-
dent Union, SEA, Orienta-
tion Leader.
A, iHiiilililliiiiiiiiililiiiiiiilii
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Renee Anderson
Cathy Arecese
Elizabeth Bailey
Shirley Banks
Donnv Barker
Susan Barnes
Caryn Beausoleil
Mary Berl
Kathy Bique
Louise Blauer
Bene Blake
Lisa Blanks
Sara Blue
Martha Brown
Lee Bruno
Jean Bryan
Robin Bryant
Dorothy Buckner
Mary Beth Budd
Debbie Burch
Buck Burden
Linda Burgess
Teresa Burks
Vanessa Bums
Carolyn Burns
Tammy Callis
Rita Campbell
Elise Canty
Mary Beth Gary
Linda Carter
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Patti K. Chapman
Linda Cicoira
CaroljTi Clark
Debbie Clements
Beverly Coates
Robin Compton
Donna Connolly
Lynda Coon
Carol Cooper
Gwen Crawford
Rosalind Crenshaw
Debra Cross
Susan Cross
Anita Crutchfeild
Jackie Crute
Kathy Cullen
Hank Dahlman
Robin Daniel
Elaine Daniels
Joanne Daubenspeck
Cassi D earing
Laurie Delong
Sue Delong
Regina Demaso
Elizabeth Devann
Gayle Dishman
Leigh Anne Duff
Scarlett Dyer
Linda Eagle
Sherry Edwards
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Audrey Evans
Doris Evans
Diana Faison
Brenda Faulconer
Kim Fischer
Susan Flack
Carol Fleming
Kathv Fieri
Janice Fowler
Gayle Floyd
Mary Jean Frank
Nancy Fringer
Bettv Fuller
Angie Gerst
Mike Ginger
Leslie Gowan
Sherry Grant
Debbie Griffen
Judv Griffin
Sandra Hagadimior
Pam Hall
Kathy Hallett
Brenda Hamlette V
Jill Hanel
Darlene Harless
Evia Harlow
Donna Harris
Joyce Harrison
Holly Haynes
Lisa Heidemann
John Hemdon
Susan Henley
Pat Heuener
Robin Hines
Laurie Hoffmen
Maureen Hogan
Donna Huff
Kathy Hughes
Joan Humphries
Emmalee Israel
Susan Jamerson
Sharon Jenkins
Ann Johnson
Beverly Jones
Cathy Jones
Hope Kaliveretenos
Jennifer Kelsey
Kevin Kidd
Wanda Kirkland
Cindy Krott
Jan Lane
Ann Leavitt
Erin Lee
Betty Lewis
D. J. Linsev
Mary Logan
Tanya Luther
Mary Kay Mahon
Linda Marsh
Timothv Martin
Regina Mason
Laurie Matter
Steve McAra
Diane McClain
Mary Kay McDaniel
KRnffiRiffiBIHilii
Janice McDonald
Suzie McKeerie
Cathy McKnight
Kaye Midkiff f/^
Cvnthia Miller I
Sharon Miller
Debbie Mims
Nancy Moore
Windy Moorefeild
Lori Morgan
Lysa Mowles
Linda Mulley
Kathy MulloUy
Cheryl Murphy
Donna Murphy
Ken Neimo
Anneli Nilsson
Mary Kay Noftsinger
Marcia Noser
Sharon O'Bryan
Cathv Oden
Cam Ogelsb\
Penny Otstat
Dana Overstreet
Jane Pace
Kirn Padgett
Jdckie Pagp
Cber,l l-'arks
Meryl Phelps
Brenda Pinchback
Sylvia Poore
Vickie Pope
Marlene Posa
Melody Riley
Robbie Reynolds
Gary Robinson
Sue Russell
Anglea Ryan
Rebecca Sale
Tom Schauber
Joni Scruggs
Shelly Schuyler
Dottie Shell
Teresa Snellings
Shelia Slone
Sarah Simmonson
Deloris Skinner
Joan Solare
Kiraberely Spence
Jeanne Spinks
Robin Stanfeild
Robin Stark
Laura Steuber
Marth Stein
Tom Stoutt
Cheryl Strayer
Delia Strickland
Karen Terry
Daphyne Trent
Jeanle Trimble
-Jaris Tuastal!
kx-.v::-.'- i.^rner
Rosie Wallace
Lynn Wahon
Rita Weaver
Susan Weatherford
Wanda Weisiger
Tricia West
Ronald Weaver
Gina White
Melissa Wiggins
Susan Wiley
Terri Williams
Susan Williams
Bringle Wilson
Mars- Lucy Wilson
Sabrina Wilson
Jo Woo
Barbara Wood
Laura York
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SOPHOMORES
Kay Ackerman
Jtxiy Adams
Pam Adams
Cameron Alspaugh
Deena Arrington
Suzanne Ash
Carol Atkinson
Jill Bacchieri
Linda Badgett
Barbara A. Baker
Laura Barnes
Shawn Barrett
Wendy Barrett
Jan Bates
Jeannine Beddow
Laura Bell
George Bennett
Carol Bensten
Gwen Bethel
Kathryn Beville
Janet Bierbower
Brenda D. Blackwell
Wanda Blount
Buddy Bourne
Elizabeth Ann Bowman
Cheryl Boys
Linda Brackett
Martha Bransford
William F. Breedon, Jr.
Heidi Brigham
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Charlotte Brinkley
Loretta Brinkley
Cary Brooks
Alda Brown
Rhonda L. Brown
James Bryant
Valerie Buhler
Kitty Bull jMBteft
Patrick Burke **] ^^k"f
Pam Bumham I
^"^v /"•'^
Paula Bustamante
Carol Butler
Cindy Byrd
Beth Anne Caccivio
Kathleen Carazzo
June Cathcart Carpenter
SyiviE Carson
Robin Carter
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Charlene Christian
Alice Clay
H.L. Clay
Patty Clayton
Janet Clements
Susan Clift
Ellen Cline
Virginia Colebum
Debbie Coleman
Lynne Cook
Susan Collins
Elizabeth Connelly
Catherine Cooper
Sandy Counts
Donald Cox
Suzie Crawford
Carol Creech
Lester Cruise
Beverly Darnel
Peter Dassika
David Daussin
Susan Davidson
x-v^^^^m ^^^ Vickie Davis
>^!^^^ J'^ 5^ 'L "^ ^"'^^ Desiderio^ '
'^^^^g^ Tom DeWitt
Cheryl DiButera
Kathy Dolan
Patricia Donovan
Donna Dowdy
-^-.raw, C>'ndy Downey
RBBT*
Mary Dunavant
Lucile Duncan
Gregory Dunn
Jean Dyer
Jill Eacho
Vicki Eareckson
Ruth Edwards
Wanda Edwards
Dawn Eibel
Marianne Elmore
Terri English
Nancy Eubank
Susan Evenden
Betty Faukoner
Cindy Feazell
Lori Felland
Sandra Fergison
Debbie Fifer
Debbie Fisher
Barbara Fitzgerald
Julie Flint
Lisa Florence
Patti Floyd
Dot Foley
Debbie Fore
Faith Foster
Donaa Fo-usek
R,-j!>en Fix
Karey Fric+iwnlcai;
Debbio FyitoK
Barbara Furgison
Mark Gagnon
Heather Gallaher
Keith Gardner
Helen Garrett
Susan Gasper
David Gates
Deborah Gathright
Evelyn Gatling
Deedee Giannettino
John Giza
Patty Gibbons
Elizabeth Kjinberly Gilbert
Jerri Glasscock
Theresa Godby
Anne Good
Melinda Goodloe
Jane Goodwin
Brenda Gosnell
Marv Grant
Marcia Gray
Beth Gregory
Lori Grimm
Kelly Hale
Ellen Halle
Sue Hammack
Lydia Hamrick
Sandi Lou Harman
Norman Harris
Pat Harris
Sharon Harris
Sherri Harrison
Suzi Hartless
Patricia Hartline
Donna Hasky
Dennis Helms
Rose Hensley
Joy Henson
Ka herine Hicks
Beth Highton
Betty Helen Hill
Mindy Hirsch
Mary Hogge
Sheryi A. Ho?ge ^^
Whitney Hopler
John Hudson
Lisa Hughes
Anne Imrie
Sharon Jackson
Andrea Jara
Robin Jenkins
Cynthia Johnson
Robert Johnson
Carol Jones
Cathy S. Jones
EHzabeth Jones
Kathy Jones
Laurie Jones
Nancy Jones
Marty Kelly
Terry Kenney
Deirdre Kirkpatrick
Carol Knapp
Linda Knight
David G. Komomik
Karen Kreger
Debbie Kunze
Susan Jo Ladd
Sharon Lafferty
Mar>' Lauren
NLles Lawn
Fam Leonard
'essie Lignian
•haron Lilley
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Bobbi Linduer
Ellen Lombardo
Jean Bowman
Melinda MacKenzie
Tom Mahon
Trish Maloney
Vicki Mann
Theresa Markley
Marsha Marshburn
Sandy Martin
Cnarlie Mason
Linda Mathp'-^s
E '1 McK. c
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Cathy Mears
Larry Moeler
Susan Miskar
Linda Mitchell
Lynn Montgomery
Kathryn Moorefield
Genice Morgan
Susan Morgan
Cindy Morris
Cynthia Morris
Juli Morris
Debbie Moul
Beverly Mosingo
Carole Muncie
Luanne Nace
Julie Newman
Anh-Viet Nguyen
Mary E. Nichols
Debbie Northern
Donna O'Connor
Cathy Olmsted
Susan Olson
Pat Owen
Barbara Packett
Joyce Pague
Frankie Palombo
Edie Parkins
Sheila Parker
Nan Patterson
Alice Patton
Karen Peters
Andy Pettard
Christy Plant
Sharon Pleasant
Joanne Pugh
Lynn PuUiam
Margie Quaries
Kyna Racey
Joyce Ray
Beverly Reaves
Sharon Plector
Lynn Reiter
Gale Richardson
Rcnee Rinaldi
Elizabeth Robbins
Jean Roemlein f
Dale Roller ^ *-
Cindy Romig m ^^-
Anita Rosa .^
Cuileen Rusfet:' i. t
*'^''
Lc-H Ann Saaipi:
Annette Sandler
Karen Scales
Jane Seufert
Karen Shelton
Sara Smith
Sherlye Smith
Stacy Smith
Carol Ann Sp>encer
Jodee Stalls
Lisa Staton
Todd Stebbing
Pam Stewart
Melissa Stowers
Rodger Strong
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Susie Struder
Patti Surratt
Lynn Swann
Alison Swann '*i)f * ' > ~~^
Jane Taylor ' --^""' \
June Taylor
Carolyn Terrell ^
Lora Tester ^
Bonnie Thomas
Cindy Ann Thomas
Elaine Thomas
Kathy Thomas
Cynthia Thompson
Lu Anna Thompson
Juli Tracy
John Trout
Emmily Tuck
Kyna Tuck
Jan Turner
Vahie Ulbick
Barbara Upshaw
Jeanette Van Winkle
Tony Vieari
Christine Vogel
Kim Walker
Cathy Walsh
Tereaa Ware
Sylvia Wawon
Jil! Webb
Cindy Weeks
Beth Weisel
Robin Westphal
Laurie White
Pam White
Susan White
Tricia Whitehurst
Debbie Wiedeman
Betsy Wilhelm
Beverly Williams
Brenda Williams
Jenny Williams
Kathy Williams
Kathy Wilson
Susan Wingfield
Paula Wood
Lynda Woodbury
Ann Wright
'^ Anne Wynne
Robin Young
T Ann Zeable
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Kitten Abernathy
Kendall Adams
Wendy Adams
Cheryl Adkins
Lynn Alderman
Micah Alderman
Susan W. Alexander
Janet Allen
Susan Ansley
Dawn Apperson
Janice Arena
Susan Armstrong
Debbie Ashley
Robert Baghall
Rebecca Bailey
Karen Baker
Lois Baker
Tammy Baker
Kristene Balmar
Wendy Barbour
Nancy Barrett
Andree Barsony
Paige Bartholf
Cindy Bartlam
Alice Bartlem
Ann Carter Baugh
Stanley Beacham
Cary BeU
Molly Bell
Anne Bentlev
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Vickie Berman
Justine Berzowski
Sherif Beshai
Arlene Best
Tammy Bird
Suzanne Birdsall
Robyn Black
Betty Bland
Cathy Bounds
Frank Bowman
Leslie Bullosa
Margaret Burtina
David Burch
Betsy Burger
Diane Burlee 'j
Chris Cain
Meianie Gak Carsley
Kire Caldwell
Tracia Catdv/ell
I-j-nn Ca-apbeU
nI Valeria Campbell
Julie Cannon
Elizabeth Cardin
Bemice Carter
Jane Carter
Judi Carter
Teresa Cash
Mary Ellen Cheek
Linda Clements
Paula Clinevell
Laura Cole
i^ ^ Maria Coleman
Peggy Coley
Evelyn Combs
Bonnie Conner
Wayne Conway
Betsy Cooper
Kathy Counts
Freahmen 145
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Ruth Cov-ner
Barb Cox
Carolyn Craft
Pam Craft
Kathy Cragnolin
Sandi Cram
Melody Crawley
Kimball Critzer
Deborah Cromwell
Lisa Cumbey
Lori Davis
Lynne Davis
Julie Dayton
Jill Deardorff
Donna Deats
Cindie Diaz
Denise Diehl
Douglas DiUon
Serena DiPeppe
Pearl Dodson
Christina Dzierzek
B«tty Anne Edmonds
Cathy Edwards
'."•jjdy Eggleston
;:.'; SggieKton
Boo Elliott
Karen Elliott
Margaret Ellis
Michele Elmore
Stephanie Eubank
Judy Faires
Dana Fenton
Heidi Femer
Brenda Fettrow
Katie Finch
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Vickie Foti
Margaret Fowler
Joanne Fox
Dianna French
Suzanne French
Cathrine Fulcher
Teena Fun-
Anne Fun-
Sherry Gallop
Sherry Ganey
Tim Gaskill
Gaye Gerringer
Patti Gillum
Vicki Glover
Sheila Gollhardt
Brian Gomes
Debbie Gordon
Julie Gossom
Elizabeth Grace
Susan Gray
Barbara Greer
Mary Grove
Kirsta Grow
Elaine Guerrieri
Anne Guthrie
Brenda Guthrie
Valerie Lynn Hall
Mary Hallett
Mike Hamilton
Ann Hanback
3b
Kimberly Hannan
Barbara Haney
Ceresa Haney
Denise Hardie
Berkeley Harland
Janice Harper
Teresa Harris
Risa Hartman
Robin Harwell
Louise Hawks
Kathy Haworth
Sarah Hazelgrove
Adrienne Heard
Teresa Heatwole
Lisa Heflin
Dawn Hemenwag
Beverly Hendrick
Karen Henry
Leslie Henry
Nancy Hewins
Peggy Higgins
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Audrey Hinck
Pam Miner
Ellen Hitt
Linda Hitt
Michele Hogge
Dianne Hoke
Kathy Holland
Mary Holland
Debra Hood
Reid Hook
Tracey Hormuth
Gina Howell
Lisa Howell
Mimi Hewlett
Pam Hubbard
Donna Hughes
Allison Hordle
Rusty Hurley
Mary Ingram
Patricia Jackson
Dianne Jefferies
Sherry Jeffords
Sandra Jenkins
Jan Jennings
Deborah Jochens
Nancy L. Johnson
Stacey Johnson
Cindy Jones
Mabel Jones
T. C. Jones, IV
"»i(i;i'
Susan Keehne
Terry Keesee
Catherine T. Kennon
Hillary Ann Kirksey
Mary Kloc
Gary F. Knox
Grace Koch
Kathy Koch
Pam Konopik
Madeline Kannon
Sue Kus
Cynthia Landon
Karen Lane
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Margie LaReau
Kim Lauterbach
Cami Lazarus
Becky Lee
Nina Beth Leffue
Donna Leighton
Rusty Levey
Billy LeWarne S^ '^^
Kathy P. Lewis ^^^^Jti:
Lorraine Arvne Lincoln ^ -"^ ^^=5^.'?
Ann Lougheed
Sally D. Lowe
Melanie Lowery
Eileen Lowry
Troy Ann Luckett
Ruth Lundy
John Machen
Cathy Manger
Gale Marter
Rhonda Martin
Kimberly Martz
Helen Masters
Leanne Mattox
Pam Mayo
Mary Anne McAllister
Kerry McCarthy
Susan McClelland
Elelne McDonald
Saady McFall
Jettaka Vyetia r'4cGregor
Carolyn M elver
Donna McMullen
Martha A. McMullen
Ruth McWhirt
E. B. Mears, Jr.
Debbie Meekg
Debra Miller
Meg Mistretta
Jill Molter
Karen Dianne Moore
Keith F. Moore
Stanley J. Moore
Wayne Moore
Ann Moring
Karen Morris
Nancy Morton
Donna Moss
Becki Myers
Mark Nagorske
Valery Naranjo
Diana Nash
Beth Navin
Kevin Newton
Donna Nicely
Anne Niezgoda
Billy Nixon
Jeanne Nolte
Karen Norman
Linda Nugent
Gloria Jean O'Brien
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Sharon O'Brien
Cinda Ohlman
Debbie Osborne
Donna Parker
Karen Parker
Elizabeth W. Parrish
Linda Paschall
Pam Passman
Laurie D. Peed
Michelle Pelletier
Armamaria Pencola
Carol Penn
Amy Gene Perry
Leigh Ann Perry
Kathy Diann Philpott
Sheri Philpotts
Lawrence Pleasants
Norma Jean Poe, II
Teri L. Polite
Terrianna Poor
Cindy Poore
Susie Powell
Ann Powers
Larry Prettyman
Betsy Price
Linda Pullen
Mary Purdham
Pam Putney
Judith Raikes
Venetia Raines
Liz Rammell
Sharon Raunswinder
Kathy Redmon
Gary Reese
Virginia Riggs
Cindy Roakes
Nancy Roberts
Sylvia Roberts
Janet Robertson
Celeste Rodriquez
Jeff Rogers
Andrea Ruffin
Jillanne Rupp
Dawn Rush
Nita Sadler
Kelly Sanderson
Christine Scanlon
Kathv Schmidt
Linda Jean Schmitz
Joy Serine
Barrie Sherman
Darlene Simmons
Kay Simmons
Debby Simms
Mary Ellen Simonelli
Karen Singer
Doreen Sitler
Debbie Skelton
Elizabeth Slater
Jerri Smith
Karen Shelley Smith
Porter Smith
Toni Smith
Lanet Snapp
Mary Soles
Polly Sorg
Robin Soyans
Sharon Spiotta
Anna E. Staley
Ronald Stallings
Judi Stanley
Elizabeth Stanton
Kimberly Staples
Jacqueline Stei
Karen Stor
Lisa Stral
La'jra Strevi
Mary Stua
Terri Stuart
Sarah Stump
Jackie Sullins
Neil Sullivan
Leslie D. Sutton
Sue Sweet
N. Francine Taliafero
Gwendolyn Tate
Deborah Thomas
John P. Thomas
Leah-Beth Thomas
i
' Lisa A. Thomas
Patty Thomas
Sandy Thomas
Laura Thwaites
Donna M. Timberlake
Donna Todd
Jack Tolbert
Do you think he is ready to be one of Longwood's many men on campus?
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Debra J. Trent
Tammy Trestrail
Mike Tubb
Betty L. TuUoh
Tamar D. Ulisse
Patricia Unmussig
Ben Valley
Teiri Vance
Dawn M. Vass
Ruth Vaughan
Ann Via
Diann L. Vickstram k
Vicki Vineyard
Pam Wagner
Diane Walker
Janet Wallace
Melanie Wallack
Pam Warren
Katherine Gail Watson
Teresa L. Watson
David L. Weaver
Dianne L. Weisberg
Sandra Welch
Suaan Wells
Linda Wheeler
Carlton V. White
Stephen Whitten
Mallary M. Wiemann
Sherry Ann Wiggins
Cheryl Wilcox
Ida Williams
Karla Williams
Para Williams
Penny Williams
Rebecca Williams
Susan G. Williams
Amy Wilson
Nancy Wilson
Dorothy Winstead
Kim Wood
Marianne Wood
Juliana Worsham
LaDorma Wright
Stephanie Wright
Susan Wright
Lynn Ashton Wunnenberg
Kimberly Wyker
Geri Anne Yancik
Diane Yeatts
Joanne Yeatts
Kathy Yonce
Dolly Young
Janet Young
Leon Young
m
Lanoeing, rubmg, swimming, Whitewater rafting, waterskiing
are all water sports. You say we don 't really do any of these ex-
cept swim — perhaps not here at Longwoo'd but these sports do
have something in common with our sports program. Per-
sistence, patience, perseverance, work and co-operation among
members are all needed in order to make any team worthwhile.
All those involved in sports program here have exhibited these
qualities.
We have come a long way this year in the development of
men's teams. For the 1st time men's basketball, soccer,
baseball, and golf were on the varsity level with wrestling as an
interest group.
In Women's sports, hard work has also paid off. We experi-
enced many achievements and some losses but although
defeats hurt they are the experiences we learn the most from.
One of the advantages of our transition is the fact that new
athletic improvements and facilities are being planned.
1

y field hockey
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Julie Dayton passes the ball up field as Terry Voit and Carol Filo gain positioning.
Little Lowe dodges right past the opposition.
Terry Veil rccms^ that U.N.C. player do the twist as she
remains hi avntrol of the ball.
Carol Filo Hustles to get her ball back
Unity is a major point in any well
working group — no matter what the
size or type. Is it possible for twenty-
nine females to work together and
function smoothly as a group? That
question was well answered by the
1978 Field Hockey Team — the
answer was affirmative. They sure
can!!
Led by their dynamic new coach,
Ms. D. McDonough, the group
became an enthusiastic team ready to
take on anyone. They did take on
quite a bit of competition, but
nothing their skill and spirit could not
handle.
A proud coach
^n'f'^r-
What form ...!!!
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Coach McDonough Manages to be two places at one time
quite often!!
The second team plans out the winning strategy during the Oktoberfest
Carol Filo gains control of the ball while Julie and
Scottie look on.
HD
ow does a group make up a team
ver practice day by day?
Row 1: Robin Rowen, Cindy Dropeski, Julie A-
Dayton, Kim Furbee, Teri Davis, Row 2:
Teresa Ware, Little Lowe, Scottie Capehart,
Terry Donohue, Carol Filo, Terry Voit, Wanda
Petterson, Row 3: Debi Kinzell, Myra Gwyer,
Suzanne Ash, Debbie Northern, Claire Baxter,
Jackie Steer, Bev Kobiochi, Doreen Shuffler,
Ms. McDonough, Celeste Rodriguez, Jeanne
Nolte, Barbara Cox, Donna Dietes, Patty
Hughson, Ginger Nicholas, Cindy Moss, Diane
Harwood — manager.
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Determination, hard work, spirit, a
lot of guts and a little bit of luck is
what characterized the Longwood
Soccer Team. They did a lot of hustl-
ing, while learning the many sides to
team play. There were only three
returnees from last year's soccer
team, which made the majority of the
team young and inexperienced, at
collegiate soccer that is. This group
made up their lack of experience with
their enthusiasm and love for the
sport of soccer. The lancer's fearless
leader was Coach Williamson, who
dedicated many hours on the field to
his deserving team. The team,
although their record wasn't too im-
pressive, held themselves together as
a functioning unit powered by the
spirit of blue and white.
The 1977 Longwood College Soccer Team
H
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ennis
A familiar place to all the tennis players
Teresa McLawhorn in action . . .
Making faces makes the ball go faster .
"Wow! What a team!", was a com-
ment frequently heard at a tennis
match where the Longwood "Acers"
were playing. This top-rate team
played through the falling leaves and
brisk weather of autumn to the rainy,
breezy springtime air.
Their practices were long and tiring
but as everyone knows "practice
makes perfect!"
^ir
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OUR TENNIS
IS SOMETHING
SPECIAL.
More Control
Cindy Landon goes up, under close watch of an East
Carolina player.
Dot Foley works on her shots during practice as the rest of the team
work on different skills.
Sue Rama shows her winning form as she lays up the ball.
Coach Earlene Lang (left) and co-captains Sue
Rama (above) and Linda Bamler (far left)
help coordinate the team.
All of the grueling practices paid off
for the Women's Basketball Team.
Day after day they sweated it out in
French Gym and week after week
they pulled in the victories. Placing
Third in the State, they were
defeated by ODU at Tournaments
and during regular season play.
Teamwork is what did it all for the
Lancers, however, there was a lot of
individual talent, too. Put 2 and 1
and 2 together and you get a defense
that got them Second Place at the
Winthrop Invitational Tournament
in South Carolina. Put 10 and 11 and
6 together and you get a team that did
a super-fantastic job working on their
game — BASKETBALL!
Front Row: Nancy Collela, Mgr., Cindy San-
ders, Melissa Wiggins, Sharon (Nick)
Nicholson, Kitty Hughes, Sandy Cram, Mgr.,
Second Row: Ms. Earlene Lang, Coach,
Brenda Fettrow, EUie Kennedy, Sue Rama,
Maryjane ("Mer") Smith, Cindy Landon, Dot
Foley, Debbie Brown, Trainer. Thanks to
Crystal Limeric, Trainer and all the other
helpers and fans!
»-T-
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That Lady Monarch has hit an obstruction
that she's likely to get by.
The Lancer's All-State and AU-Toumament
player for the past four years — Sue Rama.
"... Go in! Go in! ... please! . . . ", asks
Cindy Sanders.
In the final analysis, as the old
maxim says, "It's not important ^ ,
whether you win or lose, it's how you * '
play the game that counts."
Linda Baumler (left) and Sue Rama (center)
receive the sportsmanship award for the team
during the State Tournament.
EUie Kennedy looks on in amazement as
freshman, Cindy Landon, shoots up the ball.
. . . It's a bird . . . it's a plane . . . no! it's
Super Sue — up for two!
SSSBSBRS^T' MiMBaHHMBBBBaB
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C-Md in it for you every time.
fmsmmmmsim
Chooseyourweapon.
i
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Vi Basketball
Kevin Newton gets a lot of extra height before
shooting.
Could it be a May pole?
Lancer penetration in the enemies defense.
With only a couple of veterans
returning, the Longwood Men's
basketball program did quite well.
The young team took on a lot of older,
more experienced basketball teams,
and played good games against them.
They didn't win all that many games
— but if winning is the only goal — it
won't get you too far. They played
good ball, and learned a lot in the
process: not just about basketball,
but about life in general, which con-
stitutes a good well-rounded group of
guys: The Mens Basketball Team.
The 1978 Men's Basketball team
"Two points for the Lancers!"
Earl looks like he's just seen a ghost!
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IT'S A CHANGE FROM THE USUAL SCRAMBLE.
Up, up and away
Jimmy Yarborough and Coach McAdams pre-
sent a tournament award to Dr. Willett.
Ready' Aim . . . Fire!!!
The Three Stooges
B^^SSBESBBBmBSmiS^F ^^StSBBt
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X
Dee Dee Kirkpatrick executes another winning vault.
GYMNASTICS
Longwood's
Leaping
Ladies
i
'. ^/"^
A few of Longwood's gymnasts: Kristi Baulmer, Dede Wolk, Kim Furbee, Clare Gillis, and Debbie
Harrison.
"It's a bird, It's a plane, no it's Debbie Kinzel
Discipline is a trait you will find in
any gymnasts at Longwood; For it
takes a well disciplined athlete to
work out ten hours a week from Sep-
tember to March. The gymnasts must
stay in shape, and keep their weight
down, in order to perform at top
caliber. (We know that all those
stories about gymnasts porking-out
are just tall tales, right). The gym-
nasts showed Longwood that she
could remain proud of her team,
through their determination, skill,
and hard work. The team had a great
season and placed high in the state
tournament sending them to
regionals. Longwood couldn't ask for
a better bunch of girls than this year's
gymnastic team.
The form of a winner. Kim Furbee concentrates on her next move.
When mind
and body
act as one . .
.
Anything
tried,
can he done!
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Lacrosse is a word that to some
connotes a rough, foul-playing,
bloody game; but for those who
played and watched Longwood
Lacrosse, the moments of quick
movement, precise timing, and fun
playing occurred more often. There
were times when the team play
seemed choppy and not continuous;
those times were soon forgotten when
the ball was quickly moved down the
field with short, swift passes, and ex-
pertly shot into the cage. Those
smooth moving plays happened more
and more as the season wore on and
that same skill was taken with them
to the tournaments. The tournaments
taught the young team that their
"Longwood Hustle" could threaten
even a well-skilled, experienced team.
It was a learning year, and since
there was only one senior on the team,
all that was learned and practiced
last year will be right with the team
next year — along with new and ex-
citing challenges and achievements.
.Julie Dayton goes for the forward pass.
Teri Davis and Skeet Forthuber rush toward the goahe to score.
Smile Donna!! You're on candid camera!
,^
Terry Johnson shows the opponent who the boss is! Kelly Hale demonstrates the cradle.
The "threJ stooges," led by Janie Carson,
harass theigoalie.
It's powerful! It's fast!
The pictures to the left were taken
during Longwood's first lacrosse
"Cradle-a-thon". The fund-raising
event was held to raise money for the
National Lacrosse team to go to
Europe, and also a percentage of the
money went to Longwood's team. The
team members participating did a lot
of running, made a lot of money, and
had a lot of fun!!
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Donna "Squatty" Lowe demonstrates the "two-hand-jab"
The enemy closes in to score during tournament play.
Wanda Peterson shows how easy it is to become eight feet tall.
Determined to get the ball, Terry Voit gives it all she's got.
I
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/ often wonder if a goalie's
mask is used to protect her
from a ball travelling 75 miles
per hour, aimed at her head . . .
or rather to hide the expression
on her face when she sees that
ball coming
. . .
The object: to stop the httle white ball of lightening that'8 flying
through the air.
Debbie Fore anxiously awaits the offense's next move.
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Terry Johnson (above) and Debbie Brown (right) show how
to control the game.
mi J
The 1978 Volleyball Team
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Reach for the stars! Jump up to the
heavens! Dive for the impossible!
Push yourself to the top performance!
Maybe nineteen times out of twenty
you'll end up with sore knees, scraped
elbows, a bruised pride . . . but that
one time, that twentieth, maybe fif-
tieth try you'll push past your usual
play — you'll go beyond your es-
tablished maximum and reach that
star. Then you must keep clinging to
that star holding tight to all that's
been done before . . . and when you
raise your head up, standing firmly on
that star, you'll see yet another,
twinkling brightly . . . just beyond
your reach . . .
ARCHBRY
The 1978 Archery Team:
Susie Powell — Freshman
Kaki Hicks — Sophomore
Marsha Gray — Sophomore
Alda BrowTi — Sophomore
Kathy Bique — Junior
Melissa Crick — Junior, Manager
Miss Lang — Coach
A couple of loyal archers: Kathy Bique and
Kaki Hicks.
food wouici Be proud, if he
e our archers in action.
la lot of long hours out on
Seld, our girls held their own,
JBlIently, in competition. Although
**^*^''^"3 it that a number of apples
n shot off the heads of
sfeimjl kids, we do believe
''Inly for the bulls-eye in
jjieir regular season shoots went
It, and they really got psyched up
For the Virginia State Tournament.
They came home from the meet wet,
tired, and exhausted, but carrying
mith them the Second Place title!
i
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No team is complete unless it has a
fan. Not an electric one, but a real
live one. A fan. A spectator. Someone
who sits on the side in the freezing
cold, or the burning heat and cheers
the team on to victory or, as fate may
have it, to defeat.
The fans are the most important
part of the Sports scene. They add en-
couragement and excitement from
the sidelines with their shouts and
hollers.
There is always quite an assort-
ment of fans. They come from high
and low, near and far, the great, the
small, the meek and the mighty! All
gathering together for one central
purpose — to SUPPORT the Team!
YEA FANS!!!!
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Deanna Vanney presents a tournament trophy to the college
(left); Soph, golfer, Becky Webb concentrates on her
putting.
The 1978 GolfTeam
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*|he Greeks! and this is what
^*^- did this fall. Rush
e jtrength and unity
in the sorority
I. Every sorority
»iai8 make Rush 1977
jbut credit should also be
I the girls on Panhell.
ifevery Tuesday for some and
^*H, others kept the girls
hell did not stop after
jerly began making
>r Greek Week. Meet
^^^"1 fantastic way to
Bthat will last
MEETTHE GREEKS
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PhiMu
Valerie Campbell
Cynthia Downey
Crystal Edwards
Cynthia Jones
Mary Kirkman
Ruth Lundy
Debra Miller
Margaret Mistretta
Luanne Nace
Kyna Racey
Carol Anne Spencer
Debra Wiedeman
Kimberly Wood
Regina DeMaso
Susan Ann Jamerson
Joni Scruggs
Michelle Willis
Wanda Kirkland
Martha Frances Brown
Anne Gaither
Gayle Harris
Carol Mcintosh
Rose McNeil
Sheila Parker
Melanie Smith
Lora Smyth
Renee Stinnett
Cindy Williams
Cassandra Dearing
Ehzabeth Buckwald
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R.O.T.C. became a new experience on
campus this year. A small group, yet one
which set out to make their presence
known. They seemed to offer many new
experiences and challenges to the or-
dinary college life. Hang gliding at Nags
Head, N.C. and a day at Ft. A.P. HilL
were just a few of the adventures this
group tackled this year.
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Twentieth
Century
Menagerie
A Twentieth Century Menagerie
was the theme of the H20's club
spring show. The show consisted of a
variety of music characterizing the
twentieth century. The show con-
sisted of eight skits which began in
the early 1900's and ended on a
thought for the future. The club com-
bined lights, creative costumes,
sound and dancing to produce the ef-
fect desired. The club was led this
year through the many trying times
by the enthusiasm of their president,
Patty K. Chapman. Their sponsor,
Mrs. Andrews, worked behind the
scenes offering her advice and
criticism freely. The club journeyed
to Williamsburg and to Richmond
this year to clinics on how to improve
the art of synchronized swimming.
All the hard work has paid off because
they sure are beconiing a symbol of
quality.
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The members of the 1978 H20 Club are;
Susan, Robin Havens, Mrs. Andrews, Jean
Marie, Helen Masters, Claudia Huffman,
Anne Messier, Beverly Mozingo, Suzann, Elise
McCarthy, Eva Marie Wolf, Laurie White,
Lynn Swann, Pattie K. Chapman, Para Mayo.
.,yrflBW<*ia,MS»ta>M)w»»»«w
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harderon
men or
women?
The Intramural Athletic Associa-
tion, made up of the student body, is
with approximately twenty active
members. The activities they deal
with include getting the intramural
teams set up, and finding someone in-
terested in managing a sport. They
also help any team needing support
by sponsoring them. The I.A.A. has
done this for four years for the
woman's softball team, and have
been rewarded by the team winning
first place all four years.
They have also recently set up the
"check-out system." This is designed
to allow anyone who would hke to
borrow athletic equipment owned by
the I.A.A.
Ms. Callaway is the faculty advisor
who works mainly with the managers
and the officers.
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The 1978 Judical Board Members are: Row
1: Debbie Kinzel. Donna Lowe. Row 2:
Melissa Wiggins. Teresa McLawhome, Marv'
Louise McCraw, Celeste Rodriguez. Cindy
Moss. Row 3: Donna Hughes, Mary Beth Cary,
Alice Clay. Dianne Harwood, Yvonne
Morrison, Linda Kulp. Row 4: Petie Grigg.
S.G.A.
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The 1978 Legislative
1. Cam Oglesby
2. Terri Johnson
3. Teresa Ware
4. Muffin Aimes
5. Lee Wann
6. Karen Shelton
7. Rennie Bruno
8. Betty Grizzard
9. Anne Hunt
10. Tricia Lassiter
11. Pam Bessie r
12. Sue DeLong
13. Myra Gwyer
Board members are:
14. Carol Cooper
15. Cindy Byrd
16. Wanda Peterson
17. Bevrly Mozingo
18. Sue Miskar
19. Keith Moore
20. Terri Davis
21. Julie Dayton
22. Neil Sullivan
23. Jim Crites
24. Teresa Watson
25. Dr. Gussett
26. Dr. Daulton
^4
The 1978 Residence Board members are:
Row 1: Kathy Bique, T.C. Jones, Ms. D.
McDough. Row 2: Micha Alderman, Ann
Wyatt, Tammy Links, Donna Coimelly, Cindy
Saunders, Kim Keleher, Lynn Plagman. Row
.3: Dot Foley, Sharon Nickolson, Tanya Luther.
Ir'^
Have you ever wondered what goes into the preparation
of your dependable, weekly "Rotunda"? Probably a lot
more than the average ordinary student would imagine! All
of those articles aren't just dreamed up, and magically
printed onto paper.
Those articles pass through several hands before they
reach you — the reader.
Thanks to all participating in the putting together of
such an informative and amusing paper.
Editor: Debbie Northern; Business Managers: Carol Spenser and .Sara
Smith; Advertising MaJager: Dave Gates; Layout: Mary Dunnavant.
Teresa Ware, Janet Efjgleston, Wanda Petersen, Betty Mitchel Lewis,
Kathy Rodgers, Laurie Hoffman, Nancy Collela, Margaret Hammersley;
Art: Lori Felland, Mary Diller, Patti K. Chapman; Circulation: Viclci
Eareckson, JoAnne Harrell, Ann Routolo; Sports Editor: Margaret Ham-
mersley; Sports Writers: Roger Strong, Celeste Rodriguez, Janet Heath;
Photography: Lori Felland, Nancy Cosier, Howard Fox, Neil Sullivan,
Janet Heath, Jackie Steer; Staff Writers: Tom DeWitt, Karen Shelton,
Paula Johnson, Becky Bennick, Janet Allen, Linda Allen, Linda Carrillo,
Mary Cunnavant, Debbie Moul, Donna Sizemore, Mary Louise Parris,
Queen Hardison, Sandi Cram; Printed by the Farmville Herald.
THE ROTUNDA
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The members of the 1978 Tafara are:
Jan Bates
Alice Clay
Carol Binston
Susan Henley
Jan .leanings
Norma Jean Poe
Ra\e Rector
CherK Parks
Karen Shelton
Pam W agn^
The members of the Baptist Student Union are:
1» ^ -4*
1^
Beth Bailey
Donny Barker
Jem Bates
Carol Bins^n
.JimDuMj^ .^^ ^
Susan HSiley
Helen Harrington
Jan Jennings
Terri Kassee
Marsha Marshburn
Michele McCullen
Beth Parrott
]^e!|^dy Riley
Ka^n Shelton
AnnaStaley,
Sue Sweet
Pam Wagner
Ann Wyatt
The members of the 1978 Wesley Foundation are;
Robin Bryant
Lyn White
Beth Ritchie
Marcie Moody
Maria LaMaster
Linda Dodson
Betsy Cooper
Betsy Duncan
Ellie Fillmore
Pam Mayo
Linda Wheeler
Kathy Wilson
Suzanne Day
Susan Davidson
Theresa Markley
Laurie Hoffman
Betty Lewis
Theresa Bing
Joy Webb
Cheryl Atkins
Cathy McCanless
Leon Young
Alice Bryant
Cindy Cummins
The members of the 1978 Newman club are;
Elaine Dempsey
Serena Dupree
Susan Flaok
Pat tie Hughson
Jeanne Nolte
Celeste Rodrigtiez
Joan Solari
mmRSBRnnHnp
The Happy Warriors, better known
as the Longwood Lancers, brought
fame and recognition to Longwood
this year. Riding high and mighty,
they excelled at every meet they at-
tended. Many people believed they
were a meek group but were proved
wrong when they encountered them
in a meet. The Longwood Lancers are
famous for something else — they in-
troduced the nickname for all of her
teams. Longwood should be proud of
her Lancers!
' ^ m"
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The Happy Warrior
WRESTLING
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Longwood's nev;est athletic group
on campus came m with a roar!
They're the great and j^rewsome grap-
^S^wfSi^ piers. Although they have not gained
'^^^S the status of a team, the newly for-
J^Si^sSS rned interest group has garnered a lot
of support for their first season. They
met all their opponents head on and
fought to win a victorious pin every
time. All hats off to the newly bom,
and fastest growing sport at
Longwood — WRESTLING. If Joanie
could see you now!
imi
GETTING TOUGH
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Greek Week brought a week of fun,
competition and a chance to promote
the Greek spirit to all non-greeks. The
week was full of activities to recognize
the presence of the greek system on
our campus. The week began with a
walk-a-thon, on Sunday, to raise
money for the Farmville Day Care
Center, a Scholarship Banquet on
Monday night, where Ann Hunt was
named Greek Woman of the Year. A
special happy hour at the Red Lyon
on Tuesday night was followed by the
talent show on Wednesday. The
games followed on Saturday and
Alpha Gamma Delta emerged on top
for scoring the most points. Thanks to
all the sororities who participated and
help make this Greek Week a super
success.
GREEKS
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Dance
Company
Highlighted by one fantastic per-
formance a semester, the dance com-
pany worked hard to perfect the in-
dividual talent contained within the
uroup. Each company, first and
'<econd semester, had its own special
personality, which shined through the
dancers at the dance concert. The in-
dividual dances were choreographed
l)v one of the dancers. Ms. Bowman
led the group, as their moderator.
The lighting, stage, set and props,
were expertly and creatively done by
the dancers and a great group of light
and stage crew people. The effects
achieved by the lighting and simple
sets complemented the performances
and added to the beauty and
originality of each dance.
"^
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HONORS COUNCIL
Purpose: The purpose of the Honors Council is to stimulate
and to encourage each student to take full advantage of
every learning opportunity offered by the academic setting
of college life.
OFFICERS:
Karen Simpson, President
Sherry Herald, Vice President
Lynn Glover, Secretary
Patti Inis, Treasurer
SPONSOR:
Dr. James C. Gussett
MEMBERS:
Alpha Lambda Deltaj
Beta Beta Beta
Delta Psi Kappa
Lychnos
Pi Mu Epsilon
Pi Omega Pi
Lois Baker
Susan Gouldman
Robin Stark
Sue Delong
Lynn Glover
Sherry Herald
Karen Simpson
Sylvia Poore
ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA
Purpose: Alpha Lambda Delta is the freshman honorary
society founded in 1924 at the University of Illinois. The
purpose of the society is to promote intelligent living and a
high standard of learning and to encourage superior
scholastic attainment among college students.
OFFICERS:
Cheryl Adkins, President
Tammy Bird, Vice President
Kathy Harris, Treasurer
Cindy Poore, Secretary
Dolly Young, Historian
Pam Mayo, Editor
Alice Clay, Junior Advisor
Ann Johnson, Senior Advisor
SPONSOR: Mrs. Cada Parrish
MEMBERS:
Cheryl Adkins
Karen Baker
Lois Baker
Ingrida Berkins
Tammy Bird
June Carpenter
Nancy Colella
Betsy Cooper
Majorie Croxton
Lori Davis
Janice Eggleston
Judith Fayne
Claire Gilless
Ceresa Hanley
Kimberley Hannon
Kathy Harris
Kathy Holland
Jan Jennings
Stacy Johnson
Melanie Lowery
Martha Marshbum
Pam Mayo
Sharon Newcomb
Cynthia Poore
Kelly Sanderson
Gregory Seigrist
Pamela Wagner
David Wall
Kathryn Wilson
Dorothy Young
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ALPHA PSI OMEGA
Purpose: The purpose of Alpha Psi Omega is to cultivate an
interest in drama. It is an honorary fraternity for those do-
ing a high standard of work in the college theater.
OFFICERS:
Meryl Phelps. President
,ne Blake. Vice President
Lisa Pellis, Recording Secretary
T?eeny Manley, Corresponding Secretary
Lee Murray. Treasurer
SPONSOR; Dr. Robert Webber
MEMBERS:
George Bennett
Bene Blake
James Bourne
I.B.Dent
Ben Emerson
Karen Kimbrough
nda Kulp
Pafton Lockwood
Reeny Manley
Vicki Mann
Anne Marie Morgan
Lee Murray
Lisa Pellis
Meryl Phelps
Brenda Ragsdale
Robert Webber
Sara Jo Wyatt
Douglas Young
BETA BETA R
Purpose: The purpose of Beta Beta Beta honor society is to
function as an honor and professional society for students of
the biological sciences. Its activities shall be designed to
stimulate interest, scholarly attainment, and investigation
in the biological sciences, and to promote the dissemination
of information and new interpretations among students of
the life sciences. ., .•
OFnCERS:
Susan Gouldman, President
Sara Coon, Vice President
Tanice Wettstein, Secretary
Robin Stark, Treasurer
Joni Lewis, Historian
SPONSORS: Dr. Donald Merkle
Dr. David Brail
MEMBERS.
,
Mary Barrett
,«£
Sara Coon ^
Susan Gouldmafr^
Judith Hamilton
Joni Lewis
Sandra McDonnell
t,*^"*'
Anne Marie Morgan
Yvonne Morrison
.Joan Solari
Robin Stark
Lee Warm
Janice Wettstein
Brenda WiUiams
DELTA PSI KAPPA
Purpose: The purpose of Delta Psi Kappa is to recognize,
encourage and maintain the highest possible standards of
scholarship and professional ethics for men and women in
health, physical education, and recreation.
"a=5
OFFICERS:
Dianne Harwood, President
Sue Belong, Vice President —^'
Irish Lassiter, Secretary
Alda Brown, Treasurer
Terry Johnson, Chaplain
Mary Louise McCraw, Sergeant -at-Arms
Julie Allen, Historian
SPONSOR: Dr. Eleanor W. Bobbitt
MEMBERS:
Mary Appich
Sherri Bain
Linda Baumler
Michelle Bush
Kaye Carter
Cathy Carson
Rosalind Crenshaw
Becky Crites
Elaine Dameron
Terry Donohue
Carol Filo
Rebecca Gee
Diane Gruenwald
Betsy Hopkins
Gay Karapfmueller
Crystal Limerick
Polly Little
Cathy Lowe
Lynn Mabry
Becky Mattox
Mary K. Noftsinger
Marcia Shelton
Tommy Stout
Mary Lou Terrell
Ann Tokarz
Christina Tolbert
Melissa Wiggins
Janice Wolfe
Sara Jo Wyatt
GEIST
\.
Purpose: Geist, the local honorary leadership society,
recognizes three outstanding qualities in the student —
leadership, scholarship, and service — these qualities tem-
pered by humility, integrity, and intellect, the true
measure of the individual. Outstanding scholarship,
leadership and service not only in school activities, but
within an individual field of study — these are recognized
by membership in Geist. This membership is a challenge to
constantly strive for these beliefs and ideals that will
strengthen the individual member, the society itself, and
the college community.
OFFICERS;
Ann Johnson, President
Dianne Harwood, Vice President
Donna Connolly, Secretary
Lee Wann, Treasurer
Linda Kulp, Oktoberfest Chairman
Petie Grigg, Publicity Chairman
SPONSORS: Dr. Carolyn
Mrs. Nancy
MEMBERS:
Linda Baumler
Donna Connolly
Rosalind Crenshaw
Linda Crovatt -2^
Jody Custer
Petie Grigg
Dianne Harwood
Ginger House
Anne Hunt
Ann Johnson
Wells
Shelton
Gay Kampfmueller
Karen Kimbrough
Linda Kulp
Cathy Low e
Donna Low e
Debbie McCullough
Mary Louise Parris
Sue Rama
Therces Tkach ,»wir ;
Lee Wann tv'^ *lt^*
Wyatt ^"
*
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Purp<:se: The purpbse of Kappa Delta Pi shall be
cc^urage high professional, intellectual and personal
dards snd to recognize outstanding contributions to educa-
tion. To this end it shall invite to membership such persons
as exhibit commendable personal qualities, worthy
educational ideals, and sound scholarship. It shall endeavor
to maintain a high degree of professional fellowship amongg
its members and to quicken professional growth by honor
ing achievements in education work.
OFFICERS:
Peggie Alexander, Presidfe
Sherrv' Herald, Vice Presic
Wanda Garrett. Secretary
Sharon Crim
Pam Blewett, Treasurer
Brenda Evans, Historian
Lynn Poston, Honors Counci
SPONSOR: Dr. Richard J. Aubry, Jr
MEMBERS:
Peggie Alexander
Pam Blewett
Karen Chick
Sharon Crun
Jacqueline Crute
Audrey Davidson
Brenda Evans
Michelle Feazel
Wanda Garrett
Susannah Hardy
Joy ce Harrison
^therine Hughes
Siisan Jamerson
Yvonne Morrison
Diane Morrissette
Linda Muley
Susan O'Brien
Lynn Poston
Debbie Pultz
Raye Rictor
Donna Terry
KimTurnbell
Wallace
KAPPA OMICRON PHI
urpose: Kappa Omicron Phi is a national Home
Economics honor society which was established at
Longwood on April 14, 1962. Its purpose is to further the
best interest of home economics; to develop women with
^* higher ideals of sane living with deeper appreciation of the
sanctity of the home, with broader social and higher in-
tellectual cultural ideals.
FFK'EIIS
()(K C'uster, President
Carol Henry. 1st Vice President
Rita Weaver, 2nd Vice President
ndd Burgess. Secretarv-
aren Chick, Treasurer
athv Sayler, Reporter - ^*
PONSOR: Ms. Lou Guthie
EMBERS:
lecky Bass
nda Burgess
ise Canty
aren Chick
ody Custer
indy Goodwyn
arol Henry
PLEDGES:
^%/^' Cheryl Bays
Carolyn Clark;
Helen Garreti
_
Beverly Harvey
St;
Joan Humphries
Emmalee Israel
Bev Powell
Kathy Sayler
Donna Taylor
Susan Waxmunski
Rita Weaver.
Sallie Pleasdi
Robin Stanfield
Anne Carter Stephens
Jane Tunstall
Jeanne Webb
^k
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LAMBDA IOTA TAU
Purpose: Lambda Iota Tau is an international honor
society for outstanding achievements in language literature
courses. The Eta Theta chapter of this Fraternity was es-
tablished on the Longwood campus in March of 1967. The
society encourages scholastic excellence in the study of
literature. Membership is composed of junior and senior
English and foreign language majors.
OFFICERS:
Laurie Hoffman, President
Patricia Can", Vice President
Sandra Haga, Secretary-Treasurer
SPONSOR: Dr. Donald Stuart
MEMBERS:
Pamela Blewett
Myra Byrd
Debra Cain
Dan Corrie
Mary Davis
Elizabeth Devan
Ten Dunnivant
Anne Hunt
Karen Kimbrough
Martina Luethy
Paula Marshall
Debra Mero
Donna Murphy
Mary Louise Parris
l^urpose: The purpose of Lynchnos is to promote interest in
science and mathematics. Lychnos is a local honor society
which was established in 1958. Membership is limited to
juniors and seniors who are majoring in biology, chemistry,
general science, and mathematics.
J])^*^.
/
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OFFICERS
Ljnn Glover, President
Karen Simpson, Vice President
Susan Gouldnian, Secretary
Robin Stark Treasurer
Nancv Fnnger, Historian
SPONSOR Dr Leta Holman
MEMBERS
Tom Avers
Victoria Bourne
James Braxton
Tercha Burkes
Sara Coon
Connie Daniels
Kathy Denton
Nanc\ Fnnger
Lynn Glover
Susan Gouldraan
Deborah Hackney
Kathy Hancook
Sherry Herald
Ju^e-Lovuig
:.m»*3tesrft««^
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PIMUEPSILON
Purpose: Pi Mu Epsilon is a non-secret organization
whose purpose is to promote scholarly activity in
mathematics among students in academic institu-
tions, and among staffs of qualified non-academic
institutions.
OFnCERS;
Karen Simpson, President
Kathy Denton, Vice President
Jerri Anne Reid, Scholarship Committee?^^^®^^^^^^
Connie Daniels, Scholarship Committee
SPONSOR: Dr. William Hightower
MEMBERS:
Dr. Merr>' Lewis Allen
Mrs. Sandra Bollinger
Teresa Burks
Connie Daniels
Kathv Denton
Karen Simpson
.=* % ^ ^
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PI OMEGA PI
Purpose: Pi Omega Pi is the national honorary frater-
nity in business education. The fraternity is open to
second semester sophomores, to juniors, and to seniors
enrolled in the business curriculum. Pi Omega Pi has
as its purpose to create a fellowship among teachers of
business.
OFFICERS;
Brenda Garrett, President
Betsy Bessent, Vice President
Sylvia Poore, Secretary-Treasurer
SPONSOR: Mrs. Mary Noblil
MEMBERS:
Betsy Bessent
Pat Bryon
,
Brenda Garrett
Susan Lewis,-
PHI KAPPA PHI
Purpose: Phi Kappa Phi is a national honor society
; which encourages and recognizes superior scholarship
in all academic disciplines and many professional
fields. Thus, Phi Kappa Phi is distinguished by its
-r' dedication to the twin principles of integration and
g "democratization of learning. The society is convinced
p Hhat in recognizing and honoring those persons of good
character who have excelled in scholarship, regardless
of their fields, it will stimulate others to espouse ex-
^cellence. Membership is limited to juniors with an ac-
^cumulative average of 3.75, seniors with an ac-
pcumulative average of 3.50, and to graduate students
and faculty members whose academic attainments
are similar to these.
OFFICERS:
Elizabeth B. Jackson, President
Christy Lynn Moody, Vice President
Paul S. Hesselink, Secretary-Treasurer
MEMBERS:
Julie A Allen
^ Lorraine D. Barree
t, Mar\ E Barrett
fe- Margaret E. Baskervill
Becky L Bennick
•. Pamela S. Blewett
Martha L. Burgess
MyTa K Byrd
Kathleen A. DenfcSn
Teri L. Dunnivant
"i Brenda J. Evans
Virginia G. Fleraer
Nancy L. Fringer
yfAnitfl L. Glover
BE)eborah S. Hackney
' Susannah W. Hardy
Beverly B. Hendrick
FACULTY MEMBERS:
Janet L. Bingner
Robert E. Blasch
Carolyn M. Craft
James W. Crowl
William L. Frank
Foster B. Gresham
Elizabeth W. Etheridge
Janet L. Hendrick
Sherry A. Herald
Patti R. Hughes
Anne E. Hunt
Virginia Johnson
Yvonne K. Morrison
Linda M. Muley
Cheryl K. Parks
Mary L. Parris
Deborah K. Pultz
Jeri A. Reid
Paula A. Settle
Karen L. Simpson
Laura J. Steubler
Kim M, TurnbuU
Glenette L. Wann
Douglas E. Whaley
Debbie L. Whitt
Paul S. Hesselink
Lawrence G. Hlad
Elizabeth B. Jackson
Robert D. May
Margaret S. Sanford
Wayne Tinnell
Carolyn Wells
SIGMA ALPHA IOTA
Purpose: Sigma Alpha Iota is an international music
fraternity for women. Its purpose is to further the
development of music in America, to raise the stan-
dards of productive musical work among the students,
and to give inspiration and musical aid to its mem-
bers.
OFFICERS:
Linda Muley, President
Janet Truitt, Vice President
Nelle Jones, Corresponding Secretary
Kristin Holberg, Recording Secretary
Kathy Hughes, Chaplain
Audrey Evans, Sergeant-at-Arms
SPONSORS: Mrs, Pauline Boehm Haga
Mrs. Norma Williams
MEMBERS:
Robin Belcher
Susan Carponter
Marie Carter
Audrey Evans
Robin Hewlitt
Kristen Holberg
Kathy Hughes
Nelle Jones
Sandy Martin
Abby McChesney
Linda Muley
Kathy Murphy
Susan O'Brien
Janet Ramsey
Rene Rowland
Vicki Thomas
Therees Tkach
Janet Truitt
Kenita Walker
Laura York
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L.C. SOCCER
OPPONENT
Greensboro 4
CNC 10
Liberty Baptist 1
Averett 5
lary Washington 2
HSC 9
L.C. FIELD HOCKEY
OPPONENT
Vlaiy Washington 1
UVA 1
VPI
Cavalier Club
WUliam & Mary 5
Weathampton 3
Lynchburg 1
Va. Beach Club
VCU 1
ODU
UNC-G 2
Richmond Club 2
Bridgewater 1
JMU 2
2nd Tidewater Tournament
4th Regional Tournament
L.C. FALL TENNIS
OPPONENT
RMWC 8
Mary Washington 3
Randolph Macon 2
JMU 7
Averett 1
Mary Baldwin 7
VCU 2
Sweet Briar 4
Westhampton 2
N.C. Stat* 9
L.C. WOMANS BASKETBALL
OPPONENT
Appalachian State 121
Duke 119
U of Md. 108
JMU 126
VPI 90
Radford 97
William & Mary 115
Georgia College 111
ECU 101
3rd VFISW L.C. GOLF
OPPONENT
UNC 7
JMU 8
William & Mary
JMU 8.6
Sweet Briar 5
UNC-C 427
UNC-G 440
t Sweet Briar Invit.
Ist VFISW
IJMMiMiMMvlWBWr
L.C. MENS BASKETBALL
Va. Wesleyan
CNC
St. Pauls
Eastern Mennonite
Concord College
Averett
Radford
UNC-G
N.C. Wesleyan
Greensboro College
UNC-G
Liberty Baptist
Averett
Mary Washington
Radford
Ferrum
N.C. Wesleyan
CNC
Mary Washington
Liberty Baptist
4th Virginia Kiwanis Invit.
L.C. SPRING
TENNIS
LC OPPONENT
7 Hollins 2
6' Lynchburg 3
9 Averett
2
1
2
Radford 7
VPI 8
VCU 7
L.C. FENCING
7 Bridgewater 2
7th VFISW
LC OPPONENT
8 UVA 8
OPPONENT 21 Lynchburg 4
101 7 Wilham & Mary 9
98 10 RMWC 6
^^^5^1100 3 N.C. State 13
81 10 Lynchburg 6
92 6 UNC 10
114 11 JMU 5
72
80
93
1st vnsw
3rd NISFA
L.C. LACROSSE
OPPONENT
William & Mary 1
Sweet Briar 5
Westhampton 9
Bridgewater 7
RMWC 3
Shenandoah Club 12
L.C. BASEBALL
OPPONENT
Southeastern Mass. 18
Rhode bland Univ. 29
Fertum 16
Va. Wesleyan 17
GMU 16
Eastern Mennonite 10
HSC 25
Liberty Baptist 11
Ferrum 12
L.C. VOLLEYBALL
OPPONENT
Radford 13
Va. Intermont 11
VPI 15
GMU 15
Randolph Macon 5
Liberty Baptist 6
Hollins 9
Bridgewater 6
Eastern Mennonite 15
Fen^m 11
Mary Washington 4
CNC 4
William & Mary 15
Roanoke 12
Lynchburg 12
^mm^m^
^
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Aa
Abbitt. Watkins
Abbott. Sally
Abemathy. Kathn'n
Ackerman. Kav
Adams. Bobby
Adams. Clifford
Adams. Debra
Adams. Jody
Adams, Kendall
Adams. Pamela
Adams, Wendv
Adkins. Chen-l
Adkins, Roy
Alcorn. Anita
Alderman. Lynn
Alderman. Micah
.•Mexander. Margaret
Alexander. Peggie
Alexander. Susan
Alekick, Helen
AUan, Laurie
Allen. Elizabeth
AUen. Rebecca
AUen. \'era
Allred, Lisa
Alspaugh. Cameron
Allman, Sharon
Altschuler, Susan
Alvarado, Peter
Amburgey. Stacy
Ames, Man'
Anastasio. Denise
Anderson, Edna
Anderson. Sharon
Andre. Mary
Andrews. Gary
Andrew's. Virginia
Angle, Bonita
Anstey. Susan
Anthony. Angela
Apperson, Jaqueline
Appich, Marv
Appleman. Mary
Arcese, Cathrine
Arena. Janice
Armstrong. Susan
Arrington, Deena
Arrington, Sharon
Arthur, Kathleen
Arthur. Charles
Artis. Christopher
Ash. Suzanne
Ashlev. Deborah
Athev. Donna
Atkinson. Carol
Austin. Loretta
Averill. Donna
Aveiy. Gloria
Avers, Toni
Bb
Badger,
-John
Bailev, Elizabeth
Ba.lev. Nancv
Bailey, Rebecca
Bailey, Susan
Bain, Sharon
Bainum, Una
Baird, Debra
Baird, Sandra
Baker, Barbara
Baker, Elizabeth
Baker, Karen
Baker, Lois
Baker, Ralph
Baker, Tamara
Baker, Terry
Balboni, Nancy
Ball, Kimberly
Bail. Susan
Balmer. Kiistene
Banks, Shirley
Barbour, Constance
Barbour, Wendy
Barcalow. Kathy
Barch, Eliz
Barker, Donald
Barker. Karen
Barker, Laura
Barker, S.jsan
Bamsrd, .Sherrie
Bamea, Laura
Bamet, Melissa
Bame.?. .Susan
Barrte, I^nreine
Bar
t^
-Var/
•ti, 3ha»>Ti
Bartlam. Cynthia
Bartlet. Alice
BaskeA'ill. Margaret
Baas. Karen
Bass, Paula
Bass, Rebecca
Bateman, Amanda
Bates, Janet
Bathurst, Amy
Batten, Andrea
Battiste, Michael
Baugh, Ann
Baumler, Linda
Baxter. Clare
Beacham, Cathy
Beacham, Stanley
Beale, Kathrine
Bear, Henrv
Beausoleil, Caryn
Becksith, Dawn
Bedoow, Jeannine
Bcdsworth, Kevin
Belcher. Robin
Bell. Laura
Bell, Mary E.
Bell, Mary
Bell. Susan
Bellamy. Pamela
Benn
Benn
Benn
Benn
Mary
,
Becky
Benoit, Rebecca
Bensenhaver. Rodger
Bensten, Carol
Bently, Anne
Bergeron, Melissa
Berkis. Ingrida
Berl, Mary
Berlin. Elizabeth
Berman, Vickie
Bernard. Susan
Besha
Besslar, Pamela
Best, Arlene
Bethel, Gwendolyn
Betit, Karen
Betzhold. Eileen
Beyille, Kathryn
Bible, Margie
Bidgood, Alicia
Bierbower, Janet
Bigger, Helen
Bing, Tet«8a
Bique, Kathryn
Bird, Tamara
Birdsall, Suzanne
Birkett, Gary
Bisese, Mary
Black, Robyn
Blackwell. Brebda
Blackwell, Karen
Blackwell, Wendy
Blake, Bene
Bland. Betty
Blanchard. Kathy
Bland, Edward
Blankenship, Emma
Blanks, Amy
Blanks. Lisa
Blewett, Pamela
Blevins, James
Blount, Wanda
Blue, Sara
Boatwright. Leslie
Bolden. Beulah
Bolt, Steve
Bolter. David
Boltz, Sally
Boman. Rosella
Bonaguidi. Theresa
Booker, Jeanette
Booker, Roxilane
Booker, Valerie
Boone, Alan
Booth. Jacqueline
Bounds, Merle
Bourgeois, Renee
Bourne, -James
Bourne, Victoria
Bova. Patricia
Bowde
Bowen, Brenda
Bowles, Mary
Bowling, Pettis
Bowman, Elizabeth
Bowman, George
Bowman, Jean
Boyce. Arm
Boyd, Robert
Boyle, Christopher
Boys, Cheryl
Bracey, Bryon
Bracey, Linda
Brackett, Linda
Braden, Anita
Bradley, Doris
Bradley, Linda
Brady, Patricia
Brammer, Cynthia
Branch. Joan
^^
Jr.
Branch, Violette
Brandon, Kevin
Bransford, Martha
Braxton, James
Brav. Donnie
Brda. Patrice
Breckinridge, Charli
Breeden. Debbie
Breeden, Mary
Breedon, William
Breedon, Will
Breve, Patncia
Breimann, Kathleen
Brewer, Paul
Briggs, Bonnie
Briggs. Cynthia
Brigham. Heidi
Bright, Mary
Brinkley, Charlotte
Brinkley, Janet
Brinklev. Loretta
Brinkley. Susan
Brinson, Linda
Brock, Geneva
Brogdon. Barbara
Brooks, Carol
Brooks, Cary
Broome. Michelle
Brothers. Kimberly
Brown. Alda
Brown. Brenda
Brown, Deborah
Brown, Linda
Brown, Martha
Brown. Pamela
Brown, Patricia
Bruce, Margaret
Bruce, Mary
Bruce, Walter
Bruno. Anne
Bruno, Lee
Brunson. Barbara
Bryan, Jean
Bryant, Alice
Bryant. James
Bryant. Peggie
Bryant. Robin
Bryant, Susan-Brydie.
Brydie, Linda
Buchanan. Pamela
Buchwald. Elizabeth
Buck. Edith
Bucnam. Kim
Buckner. Dorthy
Buczik. Karen
Budd. Carolyn
Budd, Mary
Bugg, Christopher
Buhler, Valerie
Bull. Carrie
Bull, Kitty
Bulloss, Leslie
Bunting, Margaret
Burch, David
Burch. Deborah
Burden, Raleigh
Burger, Elizabeth
Burgess, Martha
Burke, Patrick
Burke. Tracy
Burks, Teresa
Burlee. Diane
Burner, Julie
Burnett. Robert
Burnham, Pamela
Burns, Vanessa
Buris, Carolyn
Burroughs. Mary
Bush. Caroline
Bush, Michelle
Bustamante, Paula
Butler. Prince
Buxton. Elizabeth
Byrd. Cynthia
Bvrd, Myra
Byrum. Patricia
Cc
Cacciv I, Bethanne
Caiazzo. Kathleen
Cain. Christine
Cain. Debra
Cain. Janet
Cajigas, Dawn
Caldwell. Kimberly
Caldwell. Linda
Caldwell. Tracie
Califf, Barbara
Callis. Tamara
Camacho. Sara
Cameron, Lillian
Campbell, Dorothy
Campbell. Janice
Campbell. Jo
~v "V^
Campbell. Philip
Campbell, Rita
Campbell. Tern'
Campbell. Valeria
Campbell, Virginia
Camper, Celeste
Cannon. Julie
Canty, Elise
Capehart, Ann
Cardin, Elizabeth
Carev, Marv
Cameal. Cynthia
Cames, Patricia
Carr. Darlene
Carr. Patncia
Carrillo. Linda
Carrington. Guy
Carrin^on. Helen
Carsley, Melanie
Carson, Bernice
Carson! Marv
Carson, Roger
Carson, Sylvia
Carter, Darlene
Carter, Eva
Carter, Janet
Carter. Judith
Carter, Kathleen
Carter, Linda
Carter, Marie
Carter. Pamela
Carter. Robin
Carter, Sarah
Carver, Linda
Cash, Betsy
Cash. Teresa
Caskey, Linda
Casagrande, Theresa
Casaada. Ellen
Castagna. Kathryn
Catogni, Patricia
Fore. Marv
Cave, Kimberly
Chace, Kimberly
Chaffin, AJlie
Chalkley. Undi
Chan, Sylvia
Chambers, Sandra
Chamblee. Donna
Chapman. Cvnthia
Chapman. Patricia
Cheek. Mary
Chick. Karen
Childress. Robin
Chilian, Linda
Christian, Charlene
Cicoira. Linda
Clapp, Susan
Clark. Carolyn
Clark, Charlotte
Clark, Frances
Clark. John
Clark, Nancv
Clark, Sherlena
Clarkson. Dennis
Clav, Alice
Clay. Harry
Clayton, Patncia
CIear\', Mary Ellen
Clements. Debra
Clements, Ellen
Clements. Janet
Clements. Linda
Clift. Susan
Cline. Ellen
Clinevell, Paula
Coates, Annette
Cobb. Etta
C-obb. Randy
Cochran, Terry
Cocke, Mari
Codv. Cheryl
Coffy, Donna
Cole. Laura
Cole, Ricky
Coleburn. Virginia
Colella. Nancy
Coleman, Debbie
Cole Kate
Coleman, Len
Colev, Peggv
Collie, Donna
ColHns. Susan
Combs, Evelyn
Compton. Robin
Condit. Laurie
Condyles, Katherine
Connelly. Elizabeth
Conner. Bonnie
Connolly. Donna
Connor, Sharon
Conover, Gary
Conte, Mark
Conway. Wayne
Cook. Jennifer
Cook, Margaret
Coon, Lynda
Coon. Sara
Cooper, Catherine
Cooper, Tammy
Coppedge. Angeline
Corbin. Mary
Corey, Mary
Cornwell, Doris
Comwell, Lisa
Corson. Ann
Cosier, Nancv
Cote. Diane
"
Council. Meta
Counts. Katherine
Counts, Sandra
Coupland, Ellen
Couttis, Sallv
Couture. Samuel
CovTngton. Jane
Covington. Robert
Cox. Donald
Covner. Ruth
Craft, Carolyn
Craft. Nancy
Craft. Pamela
Cragnolin, Kathleen
Cram, Sandra
Crawford, Gwendolyn
Crawford. Susan B.
Crawford. Susan M.
Crawlev, Melody
Creech. Carol
Crenshaw, Rosalind
Cress, Catherine
Crews, Patricia
Crick, Melissa
Crim. Sharon
Cristo, Anthony
Cristo, Mary
Cntes. James
Critzer. Kimball
Cromwell. Deborah
Cross. Debra
Crass. Susan
Crostic, Deborah
Crovatt. Linda
Croxton, Marjorie
Cruise. Lester
Crupper, Elizabeth
Crutchfield. Anita
Crute. Jacquelyn
Cuilik. Sandra
Cullen, Kathleen
Cullom. Diane
Cumbia. Janice
Cumbey, Lisa
Cumins, Cindy
Cumiskey, Jeanne
Cummings, Susan
Curry, Eugene
CurtLs, Ruth
Custer, Jody
Dd
Dahlman. Henry
Diadone, Cathy
Dale, Cathv
Dan , Lois
Daniel. Beverly
Daniel, Paulette
Daniel. Robin
Daniel. Sarah
Daniels. Conme
Daniels. Lois
Daniels. Yetta
Darden, Cvnthia
Darrell, Miriam
Dassira, Peter
Daubenspeck, Joanne
Daughtrey, Douglas
Daussin. David
Davenpori. Mark
Davidson. Audrey
Davidson, Susan
Davis. Cvnthia
Davis. Deborah B.
Davis, Deborah S.
Davis. George
Davis, Ivan
Davis, Janice
Davis, Kelly
Davis, Lori
Davis, Nancy
Davis. Patricia
Davis. Ten
Da Valei
Davis. Vickie
Day, Debra
Day, Linda
Day. Suzanne
Dayton. Julie
Deane. Deanna
Dei ufer
Deats. Donna
Decatur, Darla
Delong, Laurie
ibv, kegina'
iton, Kathleen
vitt. Thomas
Dibutera. Cheryl
Dicarlo, Jolin
Diehl, Mar\'
Dietrich. Tracv
Diller. Marv
Dillon. Douglas
Dipeppe, Serena
Dippre, Dale
Dishman. Linda
Dodson. Pearl
Dolan. Kathrvn
Dolhns. Lloyd
Dominick. Janet
Donnelly, Deiore
Donohue, Terry
Doi Patri
Doolev, Ann
Dooley. Glona
Doree. Rebecca
Dorman. Julie
Doss, Karen
Douglas. Charlc
Dowler. Michae
Dowdy, Conna
Downey. Cynth
Downey. Nancy
Drewrv, Dawn
Dnver. Glenn
Dropeski. CvntI
Duff. Leigh'
Duncan. Betsv
Du Debo
DuncE n. Teresa
Dunk Kathleen
Dunklev. VVa\-ne
Dunk jm, Lann\
Dunleavv. Mich
Dunn Gregory
Dunn James
Dunn Ronald
Dunn gan. Thotli
Dunn vant. Ten
Dutto 1. Kent
Duval Mar\'
Over. Jean
D\er LvTin
D\er. Scarlett
Dzierz ek, Christ
Ee
Eacho. Jill
Eagle, Linda
Eagle. Ruth
Eanes. Kathy
Eareckson, \'v
Earlev. Shirle'
Edn nds. Bett:
Edwards, Carol
Edwards. Cathy
Edwards, Crystal
Edwards, Leila
Edwards, Marv
Edwards, Ruth
Edwards, Sharon
Edwards, Shervl
Edwards, Victoru
WaEdwards,
Eggleston, Cynl
Emiers, Denisc
Eggleston, Jani
Eibel, Dawn
Eisner, Joyce
Elinskv, Ellen
Engl sh, Uura
Engl sh, Mana
Engl sh. Teri
Erhv Gordon
l-:stes Velva
Euba nk, Nancv
Eubank, Steph
Evan
.
Audrey
Evan
.
Brenda
Evan
,
Dons
Evan
.
F L
Evan
,
Janet
Evan
,
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Ff
Fain. Gar
Judv
Faison, Diana
Fararooei. Mahlegha
Fariss. Elizabeth
Farmer. Ellen
Farmer. Marshall
Farrar. Helen
Faulconer. Betty
Faulconer. Branda
Faust. C\Tithia
Fa^-ne. Judith
Feazel. Michelle
Feazeil, Cxiithia
Fehrenbach. Lori
Fell and, Lori
Fellowes. Mary
Fenton. Dana
Fer^rson, Brenda
Ferguson. Cynthia
Ferguson. Joseph
Ferguson. Sandra
Ferner. Heidi
Fettrow, Brenda
Fifer. Debra
Fillmore. Eleanor
Filo. Carol
Finch. Cathrine
Findle\-. Janet
Finley. Vickie
Fishel, Brenda
Fisher. Debra
Fisher. Grace
Fisher. Robert
Fisher. Teresa
Fitts. Cher\-1
Fitzgerald. Barbara
Fitzgerald, Julia
Fitzpatrick. Patricia
Fix. Robert
Flack, Susan
Fleck. Kathleen
Fie ,er. Virginia
Fleming. Debra
Fieri. Kathv
Fletcher. Edith
Flint. Julie
Florence, Lisa
Flowers. Patti
Flovd, Gavie
Floyd. Patricia
Flynn, Sheron
Foley. Dorothy
Ford, Robert
Ford. Sheree
Fore, Debora
Fore, Marilvn
Julit
Forrester, Rebeccf
Forthuber, Mary
Foster. Alma
Foster, Darlene
Foster. Faith
Foster, Jovce
Foster. Kellv
Mir
Foti, Vickie
Foumier, Anne
Fousek, Donna
Fowler, Janice
Fowler, Margaret
Fowlkes. Martha
Fox, Howard
Fox, Joanne
Fox. Kathy
Frank. Rebecca
Frank. Mary-Jean
Frazier. Deborah
Fraz.er. Melinda
French, Dianna
French, Suzanne
Frey, Jannette
Friichtenicht, Karey
Fringer, Nancy
Frfjst, Lawrence
Fugate. Michelle
Fulcher, Catherine
Fuller, Elizabeth
Fuller, Nancy
Fulton, Deborah
Fulv-ider, Rosanne
Funkhouser. David
Fufbee. Kim
Furgison, Barbara
Furr, Anne
Furr. Teena
Gaither. Selma
Gallagher. Hugh
Gallaher. Heather
Gallop. Sherrv
Gambill, Kar^n
Ganey. Sherry
Ganster, Jeanne
Garber. Kathv
Garber. Kimberlie
Garcia. Trina
. Edward
,
Teresa
Gardn
Ga Alit
Garrett, Wanda
Gaskill, Timothy
Gates, David
Gates, Denise
Gates. George
Gathright. Deborah
GaiUng. Evehu
Galling, William
Gawinskt, Barbara
Gayle. Donna
Gee. Martha
Gehringer, Valerie
Gentry. Susan
Geoghen. Wayde
Gerringer. Gaye
Gerst. Angela
Giannettino, Deann
Gibbons. Patricia
Gibbs. Norma
Gilbert, Elizabeth
Gilleland, Jerru
Gille:
Gillu
Gillu
,
Claire
1. Gregorv
Patn
Ginger, George
Girono, Denise
Giza, John
Glassock. Jerri
Glo op, Patn
Glove:
Glover. Vicki
Goble, Deborah
Godby. Theresa
Goggin, Gwenda
Gollhardt. Sheila
Gomes, Brian
Gooch, Katherine
Good, Anne
Goode, Dorothy
Goodloe. Melinda
Goodwin. Jane
Goodwyn, Cynthia
Gordon. Deborah
Gosnell, Brenda
Gossom, Julie
Gouldman. Susan
Gowan. Leslie
Gowin. Marv
Grace, Elizabeth
,
Ruth
,
Therese
Grahn
Gran Man
Grant. Sherry
Gray, Carolyn
Gray, Marcia
Grav, Ralph
Gray, Susan
Green, Lisa
Greene, Penny
Greene, Madelene
Greer. Barbara
Greer, Margaret
Gregory, Nancy
Griffin. David
Griffin. Deborah
Griffin, Jeri
Griffin, Judy
Grigg, Margaret
Grizzard, Betty
Grove, Mary
Grow, Krista
Gruenwald, Diane
Guerrieri, Elaine
Gunn, Archie
Gunn, Joyce
Gunn, Wanda
Guthrie, Anne
Guthrie, Brenda
Gv. Mv
Hh
Haeusslcr. Karl
Haeussler. Sabra
Haga, Sandra
Hailey, Alice
Hairston, Cheryl
Hale, Kellv
Hall. Brenda
y^ j^
HaJl. Frances
Hall, .Jacqualvnne
Hall, .John
Hall, .Joni
Hall, Lori
Hall, Pamela
Hall, Susan
Hall, Valorie
Halle, Ellen
Hallett, Kathryn
Hallett, Mary
Hamilton, Andrew
Hamilton, David
Hamilton, .Judith
Hamilton, Michael
Hamilton, Patricia
Hamilton, Virgmia
Hamlette, Brenda
Hamlett, Kim
Ha ck, Su
Hanback, Margaret
Hanel .Jill
H nes Woddv
H nev Ceresa
H mev Barbara
H mlev, Barbara
Ht mm er. Stephen
H nna n. Kimberly
H nni m. Lisa
H, rho ar. Caria
H rdif
, Denise
H, rriir , Therese
H,
H,
He
rdis
rdv
udv
Grace
Susannah
H irkness, ,\ndrea
He rlan d, Berkley
Hf rles ,, Unda
Hf
, Evie
Hf rmflji, Sandi-Lou
Hi rp, Vlelanie
Hf , Janice
H. rpe
, Kathy
H
H,
Hf
Hf
He
rrel
, Jo
, Susan
Caryl
Deborah
Gavle
,
Teresa
,
Thomasine
Han, Beverly
Hart. Marydel
Hartless, Barba
Hartline. Patric
, Sha
Ha
Ha
Harwell. Robin
HarwDod, Linda
Hastoglis, Elizabeth
Hasky, Donna
Hatch, LvTin
Hauswirth, Rosemary
Havens, Robin
Haynes, Holly
Haynes, Lisa
Hawks. Louise
Haworth, Kathy
Hawse, Sheree
Havden, Jan
Ha'ves, William
Haymaker, Gwen
Hazlegrove, Nancy
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